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SYNOPSIS

During last few decades, the intermetallic compounds containing rare earth elements

have been a subject of intensive studies because of their intriguing physical properties,

which have both fundamental and practical significance. The electronic configuration of

rare earth atoms can be described in terms of the following configuration [Xe]4 f n5d16s2

(n = 0 to 14 as one goes from La to Lu). In most of the rare earth intermetallic compounds

the rare earth ion remains in trivalent state and the 5d16s2 electrons form the conduction

band. Magnetism in rare earth elements arises due to the unfilled 4 f orbital of rare earth

ions. The 4 f electron couple together according to Russel-Saunders coupling (LS coupling)

and Hund’s rules. The magnetic moment of the free trivalent rare earth ions is given as

gJ
√

J(J+1)µB, where gJ is the Lande factor, J is the total angular momentum and µB is

the Bohr magneton. In the absence of crystal electric field effects the effective magnetic

moment obtained from the temperature dependence of susceptibility in the paramagnetic

region will be equal to this value. In case of rare earth intermetallic compounds the localized

moments interacts indirectly through conduction electrons and it is known as (Ruderman-

Kittel- Kasuya- Yosida ) RKKY exchange interaction.

The electronic and magnetic properties of the intermetallic compounds of the type

RET2X2 (RE = rare earths or actinides, T = transition metals, and X = Si or Ge) have

been a subject of intensive studies over the years. These compounds crystallize in the body

centered tetragonal ThCr2Si2 type structure with space group D17
4h-I4/mmm. The RE, T, and

X atoms occupy the 2(a), 4(d), and 4(e) positions respectively. The structure consists of

an arrangement of atoms in layers perpendicular to c-axis with the sequence RE−X−T −

X−RE. Magnetic properties of RECo2Si2 compounds have been extensively studied. Both

PrCo2Si2 and NdCo2Si2 are antiferromagnetic compounds. Neutron diffraction studies on

single crystal of PrCo2Si2 shows magnetic moments occuring only on rare-earth ions in a

square-wave structure with propagation vectors (0,0,l), (0,0,0.074) and (0,0,0.223) appear in



the sequence of T ≤ 9 K (T1), 9 K≤ T ≤ 17 K (T2) and 17 K≤ T ≤ 30 K (TN), respectively.

NdCo2Si2 also have a similar magnetic structure in which the propagation vectors (0,0,l),

(0,0,0.07) and (0,0,0.21) appear in the sequence of T ≤ 15 K (T1), 15 K≤ T ≤ 24 K (T2) and

24 K ≤ T ≤ 32 K (TN), respectively. Therefore, at lowest temperatures, both compounds

exhibit a collinear antiferromagnetic (AFM) ordering of alternate up and down moments

along c-axis. However, it is important to note that in planes perpendicular to c-axis, the

moments are ferromagnetically aligned. The temperatures 30 K and 32 K are denoted as

the AFM ordering temperatures, TN , for PrCo2Si2 and NdCo2Si2, respectively. CeCo2Si2

shows weak paramagnetism characteristic of Ce ion valency fluctuation.

RET2X2 compounds have a tendency of magnetic instability arising out of an

interplay of on-site and inter-site magnetic fluctuations. Significant modifications in

their magnetic properties have been obtained by the use of externally applied pressure

or substitution at either RE or T sites. In more recent works, rhodium in YbRh2Si2

was isoelectronically substituted by cobalt, resulting in a positive chemical pressure, and

ferromagnetism was obtained in Yb(Rh1−xCox)2Si2 for x = 0.27 below Tc = 1.30 K. So

far, all the substitutions involved combinations of only those RE and T elements that are

known to form RET2X2 compounds of ThCr2Si2 type structure. In this work, we have

studied modifications in the magnetic properties of RECo2Si2 (RE = Pr,Nd) compounds

upon substitution of cobalt with vanadium which is not reported to be among the elements

forming ThCr2Si2 type pure compounds.

Polycrystalline samples of RE(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (RE = Ce, Pr, Nd; 0 ≤ x≤ 0.35 for Pr,

Nd and 0 ≤ x≤ 0.50 for Ce) were prepared by arc melting high-purity elements in purified

argon atmosphere. For better homogeneity, the ingots were remelted six times resulting in

the end a weight loss of less than 1 %. The samples were subsequently annealed at 900◦

C for 7 days. To determine the crystal structure and the lattice parameters of the prepared

compounds, powder x-ray diffraction (XRD) studies at room temperature were performed

with a Rigaku TTRAX-III x-ray diffractometer. The obtained XRD patterns are analyzed



by the Rietveld refinement using Fullprof program to determine the lattice parameters and

the number of phases present in the sample as shown in Figure 1(a). The XRD studies

showed the samples to be single phase for low doping of vanadium. However, for Vanadium

doping, x > 0.35, there were lines due to un-reacted elemental Ce, Pr, Nd and Si that

constituted ∼ 3% of XRD peak intensities. No extra lines due to V were obtained, and

also no minority phase could be detected. From the Scanning electron microscope (SEM)

images (Figure 1(c)) as observed by us, it can be inferred that the prepared sample consists

of well connected grains of regular shape. Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS)

analysis shows the relative atomic percentages of vanadium substitution matching with the

desired values within the error limit. It can be concluded that the samples have formed in

a single phase, with well connected structure and negligible secondary or impurity phases.

For the parent compounds, the lattice parameters agree quite well with the published data.

Vanadium has a molar volume larger than that of cobalt. In substituted compounds, with

increase in V, the lattice parameter a shows small increase, but c increases markedly as can

be seen in Figure 1(b). The change in the lattice parameters as a function of V concentration

is a strong indication of Co being replaced by V.

Magnetic measurements in the temperature range 4-300 K were carried out using

SQUID-vsm magnetometer of Quantum Design. For the parent compound, i.e., PrCo2Si2

(x = 0) and Pr(Co0.95V0.05)2Si2, χM have small values The three reported transitions in

the parent compound have been obtained as different peaks in χM versus temperature at

positions T1 = 9 K, T2 = 17 K and TN = 32 K. Above 32 K, χM follows Curie-Weiss (CW)

behavior. For V substituted samples, with increase in V content, χM increases more and

more rapidly as temperature is decreased below 60 K. For x values of 0.05 and 0.10, an

AFM transition is observed as a broad peak in χM at around 26 K which is followed by a

minimum at 11 K. For x ≥ 0.15, χM does not show the peak. Instead, it reaches a broad

plateau at ∼ 30 K, and then it tends to increase further as temperature goes below ∼ 12 K.

The latter behavior is clearly observed in the sample with x ≥ 0.30. In high temperature
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Figure 1: (a) Powder x-ray diffraction patterns of Nd(Co1−xVx)2Si2 at 300 K with Rietveld
fitting, (b) Lattice parameters (a, b and c) in Nd(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (0≤ x ≤ 0.35.), (c) FESEM
images of Nd(Co1−xVx)2Si2; x = 0.05 and (d) Change in effective no. of Bohr magneton
(pe f f ) with vanadium concentration(x)in Ce(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (0 ≤ x≤ 0.35).

side, 50≤ T ≤ 300 K, χM in samples with x≥ 0.15 follow ferrimagnetic behavior which is

given by,

χM = χ0 +[(T −θ)/C+ξ/(T −θ1)]
−1, (1)

where, θ1 and ξ are proportional to ηiη jC(ηi - η j) and ηiη jC (ηi and η j are the fractional

occupancies of the two magnetic sublattice sites in ferrimagnetism, C being the Curie

constant), respectively. The magnetic ordering temperature (θ1) corresponds to the point

where the hyperbola of equation 1 crosses the temperature axis. Table 1 shows the values of

various parameters in equation 1 as obtained from the simulation of the data of temperature

dependence of inverse molar susceptibility. For the parent compound (x = 0), C yields an

effective magnetic moment, pe f f , of 3.86 Bohr magneton per formula unit (µB/f.u.), which

is close to the theoretical pe f f of Pr3+. For the V substituted samples, pe f f is reduced, and



Table 1: Paramagnetic Curie constant(θ ), effective number of Bohr magnetons (pe f f ),
constant (ξ ), magnetic ordering temperature (θ1), and saturation magnetization (MS)
obtained from the fitting of magnetization data, 1/χM vs. temperature and M vs. H at 4
K, with equations 1 and 2, respectively, in Pr(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (0 ≤ x≤ 0.35)

x θ pe f f ξ θ1 MS
(K) mol.K/emu (K) (µB/f.u.)

0 -66(2) 3.86(1) – – –
0.15 -90(2) 3.41(1) -600(5) 45(2) 0.080(2)
0.20 -60(2) 3.46(1) -600(5) 45(2) 0.139(2)
0.25 -50(2) 3.29(1) -600(5) 45(2) 0.152(2)
0.30 -22(2) 3.35(1) -600(5) 42(2) 0.220(2)
0.35 -20(2) 3.43(1) -600(5) 40(2) 0.245(2)

the ferrimagnetic ordering temperature (θ1) is in the range 40-45 K, which is much higher

than TN of the parent compound. Study of magnetic field (H) dependence of magnetization

(M) shows that below ∼ 30 K, M in Pr(Co1−xVx)2Si2 for x ≥ 0.15 have a tendency of

saturation at H ≥ 2 T, and they exhibit hysteresis loops. For the parent compound (x = 0),

M versus H plot is linear and shows step-like increase in magnetization near 2 and 5 T. For

samples of x≥ 0.15, magnetization increases with increasing V content, and their M versus

H data have been compared with the following equation,

M(H) = χ1H +MS tan−1
χ2H, (2)

The first term in the equation 2 is linear in magnetic field and represents the paramagnetic

contribution to the magnetization. It remains significantly large in all samples with χ1

being in the range 0.5-1.0 x 10−3 emu/mol. The second term represents magnetic field

dependence of magnetization in a ferromagnetic material giving saturation of magnetization

at high field. Table 1 lists the saturation magnetization, MS, in terms of Bohr magneton per

formula unit (µB/f.u.).

Vanadium substitution in NdCo2Si2 results in a similar effect as that in PrCo2Si2. The

temperature dependence of χM in NdCo2Si2 and Nd(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (0.15≤ x≤ 0.35) at 0.5



T in between 4-250 K is shown in Figure 2(a). NdCo2Si2 shows the three transitions at T1 =

13 K, T2 = 24 K and TN = 34 K, and above 34 K,χM follows CW behavior. In V containing

samples, deviation from CW behavior is observed below 60 K. Below this temperature, χM

increases markedly with decrease in temperature and increase in vanadium concentration

x.In higher V containing samples, as temperature decreases, χM goes on increasing, though

not monotonously. There are plateaus in magnetization near 28 K and again below about 8

K. Figure 2(b) shows temperature dependence of 1/χM and its fit to equation 1 for all the

samples. The fitting parameters are given in Table 2. The high temperature magnetization

behavior is almost paramagnetic, and the C values very nearly correspond to free Nd3+ ions.

The ferrimagnetic ordering temperature (θ1) is in the range 38-41 K, higher than TN of the

parent compound. Paramagnetic Curie temperature, θ increases markedly with increase in

V content and tends to become positive.

(a) 

T (K) 

0 50 100 150 200 250 

(d) 

Figure 2: Plots of magnetic measurements in Nd(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.35), (a)
temperature dependence of molar susceptibility χM, inset shows data for the parent
compound, (b) temperature dependence of 1/χM and the fitting with equation 1 as line
plots, and, (c) magnetic field (H) dependence of Magnetization (M) at 4 K and the fitting
with equation 2 as line plots and (d) Hysteresis loops at 2 K in zero-field cooled (ZFC) and
field cooled (FC) conditions in Nd(Co0.85V0.15)2Si2.

Figure 2(c) shows the plots of M versus H at 4 K and 0-7 T for all the Nd(Co1−xVx)2Si2

(x = 0, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30 and 0.35) samples and their fitting with equation 2. For V



Table 2: Similar parameters as in Table 1 obtained from the fitting of magnetization
data, 1/χM vs. temperature and M vs. H at 4 K, with equations 1 and 2, respectively,
in Nd(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (0 ≤ x≤ 0.35)

x θ pe f f ξ θ1 MS
(K) mol.K/emu (K) (µB/f.u.)

0 -37(2) 4.00(1) – – –
0.15 -40(2) 3.88(1) -220(5) 41(2) 0.108(2)
0.20 -28(2) 3.89(1) -220(5) 41(2) 0.148(2)
0.25 -27(2) 3.85(1) -220(5) 40(2) 0.180(2)
0.30 -22(2) 3.87(1) -220(5) 40(2) 0.265(2)
0.35 -7(2) 3.61(1) -300(5) 38(2) 0.310(2)

containing samples, the plots clearly show the effect of saturation of magnetization at a field

of about 2 T, though the slope of the plots beyond 2 T remains almost same as that of the

M versus H plot of the parent compound. Although these samples behave as ferromagnets,

there remain a paramagnetic component which is as strong as that would arise from 4 f

moments in the parent compound. This observation and also the fact that MS is much

smaller than pe f f , clearly indicate that 4 f moments may not be responsible for the observed

ferromagnetic-like behavior in V substituted samples. The magnetic hysteresis of V doped

samples were studied in zero-field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC)condition in the range

2 ≤ T ≤ 30 K. In the ZFC condition, the hysteresis loop in between −7 ≤ H ≤ 7 T was

found to be symmetric about the zero on the field axis. In the FC condition, the hysteresis

loop was asymmetric and both the ascending and descending curves of M−H loop were

shifted from their ZFC positions in the direction of low magnetic field. The average of the

shifts measured on both sides of the H-axis is defined as the exchange bias field (HEB). An

appreciable coercive field (HC)is obtained in all the V doped samples(Figure 3(a)).Though

there are variations in HC from sample to sample, it does not vary with the vanadium

content. Above ∼ 30 K, HC values are very small. HEB values are small in between 30-10

K, but increases sharply below this temperature(Figure 3(b)) and reaches ∼ 16 % of HC at

2 K.The logarithm of HC when plotted against temperature shows two well-defined linear



segments below and above ∼ 10 K, indicating that the ferromagnetic phase below ∼ 10 K

is different from the ferromagnetic phase above this temperature.
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Figure 3: (a) Temperature dependence of coercive field (HC)in Nd(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (x = 0.15,
0.20, 0.25, 0.30 and 0.35). Inset shows the plot of lnHC vs. temperature having two linear
segments, (b)temperature dependence of exchange bias field (HEB) for the same samples.

The specific heat, CP(T ), at zero external magnetic field were measured for the parent

compounds and some of the vanadium substituted compounds and also for isostructural

LaCo2Si2 from 2-300 K. Figure 4(a),(b) shows the data for the temperature range 2≤ T ≤

80 K. In parent compounds, the TN and T2 transitions are clearly indicated by λ -like peaks

at the respective temperatures. At the lowest temperature T1 transition (commensurate-

incommensurate), there is a barely detectable hump. All the V doped samples show two

prominent peaks. The higher temperature peaks are at 52 K and 46 K for Pr and Nd

samples respectively. The lower temperature peaks, at 23 K for V doped Pr compounds

and at 27 K for V doped Nd compounds, are at a slightly lower position compared to

that of the onset of ferromagnetism indicated in magnetic studies. From experimental data

of CP(T ), the magnetic specific heat Cm(T ) was separated out by subtracting the lattice

contributions, which was obtained from the data of nonmagnetic LaCo2Si2. Hence, the

magnetic entropies, Sm, have been calculated by integrating (Cm/T )dT , and are also shown

in Figure 4. It has been observed that Sm levels off at ∼ 120 K in Pr compounds, and at

∼ 100 K in Nd compounds giving an idea of their overall crystal field splitting energies.As

for the parent compounds, PrCo2Si2 attains only 46% of the theoretical Sm expected for



Pr3+ ions, whereas, for NdCo2Si2, Sm is 94% of the theoretically expected value for Nd3+

ions. Such a large difference in experimental Sm could be found also in PrCo2Ge2 and

NdCo2Ge2. In Pr(Co1−xVx)2Si2, Sm increases consistently with V doping which is possibly

an indication of an overall increase in the number of magnetic ions that are involved in the

magnetic ordering. In Nd compounds in which crystal field seems to have a comparatively

small effect, Sm at the ordering temperature of 27 K reach values close to Rln3 indicating

that the ordering moment comes from a pseudo-triplet ground state.

Temperature (T ) dependence of resistivity (ρ) measured as ρT/ρ300, were obtained

at zero magnetic field and in the magnetic field of 9 T. The various transitions are clearly

indicated specially in zero-field resistivity behavior. In both the parent compounds, the

AFM transition at TN ∼ 30 K is reflected as a rapid change in the slope of ρT/ρ300

near that temperature both in zero field and in 9 T magnetic field. An overall positive

magnetoresistance is observed below TN . In V doped samples, a similar change in the

slope of ρT/ρ300 appear near 50 K for Pr samples and 45 K for Nd samples. In contrast

to the parent samples, a negative magnetoresistance is obtained below these temperatures

and down to ∼ 10 K. Interestingly, below ∼ 9 K, there is a sharp drop in zero field

resistivity in all V doped samples, indicating occurrence of another magnetic transition. On

application of a magnetic field of 9 T, the drop in resistivity occurs at a lower temperature.

Consequently, a positive magnetoresistance is obtained in all V doped samples in between

2-9 K.

Effect of vanadium substitution in the magnetocaloric properties of Nd(Co1−xVx)2Si2

(x = 0, 0.20 and 0.35) have been investigated. Our experimental results reveal that the

antiferromagnetic transition is gradually suppressed due to the vanadium doping in Co-site

and results in a drastic modification of the ground state of the doped compound. In addition

to that, predominant ferromagnetism appears for the Nd(Co0.65V0.35)2Si2 compound. The

modification of the ground state due to the vanadium substitution in the parent NdCo2Si2

compound is directly reflected in the magnetocaloric properties. Astonishingly we have



observed conventional large magnetocaloric effect for x = 0.35 doping instead of the inverse

magnetocaloric responses of the parent compound. Our study indicates a route for the

enhancement of magnetocaloric effect in such intermetallic compounds.
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Figure 4: Heat capacity (CP, left y-axis)and calculated magnetic entropy (Sm, right y-axis)
as continuous lines in (a) NdCo2Si2 and (b) Nd(Co0.65V0.35)2Si2.

In the work reported here, the XRD results have shown that partial substitution of

Co by V in PrCo2Si2 and NdCo2Si2 results in lattice expansion which is more pronounced

along c axis than in ab plane. These compounds have a layered structure with one type of

atom in each layer, and in V substituted compounds, the atoms are stacked in a sequence

Pr(Nd)-Si-Co/V-Si-Pr(Nd). Presumably, there should be a dominant antiferromagnetic

interaction involving only Pr(Nd) moments along c axis, as in parent compounds. However,

the magnetic, specific heat and resistivity measurements indicate a magnetic transition,

which, in spite of the lattice expansion, takes place at a temperature of 40-45 K, much

higher than the Neel temperature (∼ 30 K) of the parent compounds. This clearly indicates

a possibility of occurrence of magnetism in the intervening Co/V layers facilitating the

interaction between successive Pr(Nd) layers. Indeed, the analysis of the data indicates

ferrimagnetism, and hence, the presence of more than one type of magnetic ions. The

increased value of exponent in the temperature dependence of resistivity just below the

ferrimagnetic transitions and the increased values of Sm also indicate the participation of

more magnetic ions in the magnetic ordering of V doped samples compared to that in



parent compounds.In parent compounds, the rare-earth ions are already in 3+ state.The

magnetization of substituted samples at low temperatures has a strong paramagnetic

component (χ1 in equation 2) and a rather small value of saturation magnetization. These

are strong indications that rare-earth 4 f moments contribute only to paramagnetism even

at low temperatures, and that the ferrimagnetic behavior at high temperatures and weak

ferromagnetism at low temperatures arise from partial localization of 3d electrons. There

is no localized moment on Co atoms in parent compounds. Either the Co-3d levels are

completely filled up by p-electrons from Si atoms, or there is 3d band which is close to the

Fermi level and therefore completely filled. Substitution of cobalt by vanadium which has

fewer 3d electrons than cobalt, should affect the 3d electron character in these compounds.

Moreover, a negative chemical pressure resulting from lattice expansion may also lead to

the localization of the 3d electrons. However, even though there is electron localization,

vanadium substitution actually lowers the value of C (Tables 1 and 2), which might be a

result of lattice distortion and an increased effect of crystalline electric field. The change of

sign of magnetoresistance from being positive in parent compounds to being negative upon

vanadium substitution is a definite indication of a change in the magnetic interactions. The

peak in specific heat at ∼ 30 K coincides with the onset of saturation of magnetization at

a comparatively small magnetic field of ∼ 2 T and appearance of a coercive field which

has a temperature dependence that of a ferromagnetic material. There also appears a small

exchange bias field at these temperatures. These are indications that V doped samples

undergo a ferromagnetic ordering coexisting with antiferromagnetism, which might be

assumed to be a consequence of the existence of both AFM and FM interactions. If we

assume that the ferromagnetic behavior is due to the magnetism of only vanadium, then at

4 K the saturation magnetic moments (Tables 1 and 2) are 0.31µB±0.05 per V atom in Pr

samples and 0.40µB±0.04 per V atom in Nd samples. These values are comparable to the

magnetic moments appearing on vanadium when it is present in dilute quantities in alloys

and thin films. At low temperatures, the localized 3d moments on Co and/or V might order



ferromagnetically in ab plane, similar to the ordering of Mn ions in isostructural PrMn2Ge2

and NdMn2Ge2. The transition at ∼ 8 K leads also to a positive magnetoresistance below

this temperature. The magnetoresistance has a maximum value of ∼ 8% at 4 K and 9 T.

Isostructural ferromagnetic compound LaMn2Ge2 has shown a positive magnetoresistance.

In addition to positive magnetoresistance, the V substituted compounds have also yielded a

significant exchange bias field which might be due to the existence of 3d and 4 f magnetic

moments in different atomic layers. The present study therefore strengthens the notion

of natural multilayers attributed to these compounds. Further studies using microscopic

techniques, such as, inelastic neutron scattering and nuclear magnetic resonance would be

helpful to identify the local moments and magnetic structures of the substituted compounds.

On the other hand, there are many other rare-earth ternary silicides of ThCr2Si2 or related

structure types TbFeSi2 and CeFeSi, and it would be interesting to perform similar studies

on those compounds.

Detailed study on the magnetic, magneto-transport and magnetocaloric properties

of antiferromagnetic intermetallic compound NdCo2Si2 (TN = 32 K) has been carried

out. Magnetoresistance (MR) measurements reveal large positive MR values of about ∼

123% at ∼ 5 K in the presence of 8 T field. Figure 5(a) shows the field dependence

of magnetoresistance in the parent compound. Positive magnetoresistance of such large

magnitude has not been reported earlier in magnetically ordered polycrystalline compound

of the RECo2Si2 series. It may be associated with the magnetic ordering of the lattice

as its value is reduced in the paramagnetic temperature regime. In addition to this it is

worth mentioning that the signature of the field induced pseudo energy gaps on the fermi

surface was observed. In such layer structure compound the appearance of the energy gap

is taken into consideration to explain such an unconventional magnetoresistive behavior at

low temperature. Vanadium doping in the antiferromagnetic parent compound NdCo2Si2

brings out drastic modifications in the magneto-transport properties. The doped compound

Nd(Co0.65V0.35)2Si2 is observed to be ferromagnetic from magnetization studies. This
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Figure 5: Figure indicates (a) Field dependence of magnetoresistance (MR) at different
temperatures in NdCo2Si2, (b) Field dependence of magnetoresistance (MR) at different
temperatures in Nd(Co0.65V0.35)2Si2, (c)Field dependence of magnetoresistance (MR) at
different temperatures in NdRu2Si2 and (d) Typical 59Co NMR spectra at 100 K and 7 T in
random polycrystalline powder of CeCo2Si2. Inset shows the central transition.

behaviour is also reflected in the magneto-transport studies. We observed a negative MR in

the entire ferromagnetic regime of the compound. However, below about 10 K an anomaly

has been observed in the MR data. Magnetoresistance is observed to be positive for the

doped compound even when it is in its ferromagnetic regime as shown in Figure 5(b).

Magnetic, electronic transport and magneto-caloric properties of the ternary inter-

metallic compound NdRu2Si2 have been investigated in detail. Previous investigations

on this ternary compound focused on the investigation of the magnetic and the transport

properties of this compound near the antiferromagnetic transition while, not much attention

has been given to the low temperature complex magnetic phase of this compound. These

naturally occurring layered compounds exhibit a wide range of complex magnetic phases

and thus in this article we report on the low temperature magnetic phase of NdRu2Si2

by comparison of the magnetic, electronic transport and magneto-caloric properties. We



have shown that an applied magnetic field greatly modifies the magneto-resistance (MR)

properties of the compound at low T (T < 10 K) from the usual negative MR to an unusual

positive MR (Figure 5(c)). In addition, an interesting anomaly between the MR and the

magneto-caloric properties in this compound at T < 10 K with the application of high

magnetic field of H > 5 T is also observed. Magneto-caloric investigations at this field and

temperature range indicates that the compound is predominantly ferromagnetic while MR

results indicates the presence of additional interactions which leads to positive MR in the

ferromagnetic phase. Negative MR near TN shows a modest value of 33% under an applied

field of 8 T while lowering of T results in a reversal of MR up to 5%. The results have

been explained by considering the appearance of field induced pseudo gaps in the Fermi

surface of the compound NdRu2Si2. Our study indicates that detailed investigations of

magnetic, electronic and magneto-caloric properties are important for ternary intermetallic

compounds to unravel the complex magnetic and transport properties of these compounds.

Vanadium substitution in the cobalt site in parent compound CeCo2Si2 has been

studied. The parent compound is a weak paramagnet. The magnetic susceptibility of

Ce(Co1−xVx)2Si2 increases with increase in V content. Figure 1(d) shows pe f f , the

effective number of Bohr magneton per formula unit, increases almost linearly with increase

in vanadium content and reaches a value of 1.21 when vanadium concentration x is 0.35, i.e.,

35 % of cobalt is replaced by vanadium. NMR spectra for the parent compound CeCo2Si2

has been shown in Figure 5(d). The NMR spectra of the doped compounds are increasingly

broadened and shifted to higher frequency. The broadening of the spectra also results in

the disappearance of the quadrupolar satellites in the spectra of Ce(Co0.85V0.15)2Si2 and

Ce(Co0.75V0.25)2Si2. The NMR results therefore indicate that in RECo2Si2 compounds,

partial substitution of Co by V modifies the crystalline electric field which could also affect

the magnetic properties of these compounds. Furthermore, the NMR study in this series of

compounds also strengthens our claim of single phase nature of the doped compounds. The

observed NMR signal is a signature of the intrinsic properties of the samples. Therefore,



the present study in this chapter confirms the purity of the doped compounds and indicates

the magnetic properties observed in the doped samples are purely intrinsic and not due to

formation of any unidentified binary phases of the constituent elements.

The thesis is composed of six chapters and these are as follows,

Chapter 1. Introduction

In this chapter the preliminary words of magnetism and magnetism in rare earth

compounds, scientific interest, motivation and scope of work in RECo2Si2 (RE = rare earth)

rare earth ternary silicide has been discussed. A brief introduction of some basic theories

that have been used in the analysis of our work has also been mentioned.

Chapter 2. Experimental Techniques

The sample preparation procedures are thoroughly described in this chapter. To characterize

and measure the physical properties of the prepared sample some commercial instruments

were used. The working principle of those instruments are discussed in this chapter briefly.

Chapter 3. Study of Magnetic and magnetocaloric properties of vanadium

substituted layered intermetallic compounds RE(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (RE = Pr and Nd; 0

≤ x≤ 0.35

Efforts have been made to investigate the changes in the magnetic properties of intermetallic

compounds PrCo2Si2 and NdCo2Si2 upon vanadium substitution of the cobalt site. The

studies involved both temperature and field dependence of magnetization. Exchange bias,

heat capacity, transport property studies are also performed for the samples. Magnetocaloric

effect has been used as a tool to throw some insight into the magnetic ordering of some of

the compounds.



Chapter 4. Transport property study of NdT2Si2 (T = Co, Co0.65V0.35, Ru)

intermetallic compounds

In this chapter we address the basic physics behind the transport properties of some of

the samples mentioned in Chapter 3. Effect of vanadium substitution in the transport

properties in parent as well as the doped sample has been studied. Magneto-transport and

magnetocaloric properties of isostructural compound NdRu2Si2 have also been presented.

Chapter 5. Study of vanadium substitution at cobalt site in CeCo2Si2

In this chapter, we have investigated the changes in magnetic properties in CeCo2Si2

compound as a result of substitution of cobalt with another non-magnetic transition element

vanadium. A brief analysis of the NMR spectra of the parent as well as the doped

compounds have been presented.

Chapter 6. Summary and future scope of work

In this chapter we address the basic physics behind the comparative study of magnetic,

magneto-transport and magnetocaloric properties of the samples and present the key point

of our thesis work in the summary section. This chapter also deals with the future aspects

of the thesis.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The discovery of the "attractive" or "magnetic" ore Loadstone, which was later used

for navigation in compass marked the advent of one fascinating subject called magnetism.

Apart from navigation, pointer made of loadstone was also used for geomancy, being

a technique for aligning buildings in order to be in harmony with the forces of nature.

Since then, magnetism and magnetic phenomena have been among the important aspects of

human civilization. Today our understanding of magnetism is related to the concept of spin

which arises from relativistic description of an electron in an external electromagnetic field

and becomes manifest in the Dirac equation. Magnetism is closely related to applications

throughout the industrial era. A lot of today’s useful devices would be unthinkable without

the forefront research in magnetism. Nowadays, magnets and magnetic materials are

omnipresent in read heads in hard disks, computer memory disks, identity cards, speakers,

refrigerator door seals, cars and toys etc. The scientific development of the subject of

magnetism has come through various landmark discoveries beginning with the remarkable

conclusion by William Gilbert in 1600 that earth behaves as a giant magnet. That an electric

current produces a magnetic field was established through the works of Hans Christian

Ørsted, André-Marie Ampère, Carl Friedrich Gauss, Jean-Baptiste Biot, and Félix Savart
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in early 19th century. Then in 1831, Michael Faraday found that a time-varying magnetic

flux through a loop of wire induced a voltage. Finally, James Clerk Maxwell synthesized

and expanded these insights into what is now known as Maxwell’s equations that constitute

the foundation of classical electrodynamics.

However, it is the magnetism in condensed matter systems which is still of great

interest today. Macroscopic systems exhibit magnetic properties which are fundamentally

different from those of atoms and molecules, despite the fact that they are composed of

the same basic constituents. This arises because magnetism is a collective phenomenon,

involving the mutual cooperation of enormous numbers of particles, and is in this sense

similar to superconductivity, superfluidity and even to the phenomenon of the solid

state itself. The interest in answering fundamental questions runs in parallel with the

technological drive to find new materials for use as permanent magnets, sensors, or in

recording applications.

A deeper insight into the origin of magnetism has become possible by the quantum

mechanical concept of atomic magnetic moment resulting from orbital and spin angular

momentum of unpaired electrons. We begin with a discussion on magnetism and the

classification of various materials based on their magnetic properties.

1.0.1 Magnetic Materials

The magnetic induction (B) is the response of a material to the applied magnetic field

(H). The relationship between B and H depends on the material. The magnetization (M )

is defined as the magnetic moment per unit volume such that

B = µ0(H+M) (1.1)
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of magnetic spin structure; (a) paramagnetic spin
moments in absence and presence of external magnetic field, (b) ferromagnetic spin
moments below and above TC, (c) antiferromagnetic spin moments, (d) ferrimagnetic spin
moments, (e) temperature dependence (T ) of the magnetic susceptibility (χ) in the case
of diamagnetism and paramagnetism, (f) temperature dependence of inverse magnetic
susceptibility (χ−1) in the case of ferromagnetism (F), antiferromagnetism (AF), and
ferrimagnetism (Ferri) with T ∗ being the critical temperature and θ the paramagnetic Curie
temperature.

where, µ0 is the permeability of free space. Apart from these, susceptibility (χ) which

indicates the response of a material to a magnetic field and the permeability (µ), are defined

from the relations

M = χ(H) (1.2)

and

B = µ(H) (1.3)

A material’s magnetic property can be understood from the M or B versus H curves,

called the magnetization curves. Based on the behaviour of the materials for an applied

magnetic field H, susceptibility χ and spin structure of the material, materials can be
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classified as:

• Diamagnetic

• Paramagnetic

• Ferromagnetic

• Antiferromagnetic

• Ferrimagnetic

1.0.2 Diamagnetism

Diamagnetic substances are composed of atoms that have all the orbitals filled and

hence the net magnetic moment is zero in the absence of an applied field. However, when

exposed to a magnetic field, atomic or molecular magnetic dipoles are induced which

gets oriented antiparallel to the field due to Lenz’s law. Thus a negative magnetization

is produced, and hence the susceptibility is negative (χ < 0) as shown in Figure 1.1(e).

χ
dia =Const. < 0 (1.4)

Some examples of diamagnetic materials are nearly all organic substances, metals like Hg,

superconductors below the critical temperature. For an ideal diamagnet, χdia is−1. Usually

substances have weak diamagnetic response which gets suppressed in presence of other

forms of magnetism.
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1.0.3 Paramagnetism

Paramagnetic materials have a net magnetic moment due to the presence of unpaired

electrons in the outermost orbitals. The atoms or molecules of the substance have net orbital

or spin magnetic moments that tend to be randomly orientated due to thermal fluctuations

when there is no magnetic field (shown in Figure 1.1(a)). When a magnetic field is applied,

there is a partial alignment of the atomic magnetic moments in the direction of the field.

However, the individual magnetic moments do not interact and the net magnetic moment

is zero when the field is removed. This results in a net positive magnetization and positive

susceptibility as shown in Figure 1.1(e). Paramagnetism occurs in all atoms and molecules

with unpaired electrons, e.g., free atoms, free radicals, and compounds of transition metals

containing ions with unfilled electron shells. There are magnetic moments associated with

the spins of the conducting electrons in a metal, and in presence of a magnetic field, the

imbalance in the numbers of parallel and antiparallel spins results in weak and almost

temperature independent paramagnetism. The magnetic susceptibility (χ) of paramagnetic

materials is characterized by,

χ
para =Const. > 0 (1.5)

1.0.4 Ferromagnetism

Ferromagnetic materials exhibit parallel alignment of moments as shown in Figure

1.1(b), which results in a spontaneous magnetization at room temperature, even in the

absence of a magnetic field. The inverse susceptibility curve for a ferromagnet is provided

in Figure 1.1(f). The transition elements Fe, Ni, Co and many of their alloys are typical

examples of ferromagnetic (FM) materials. Adjacent moments are aligned parallel due to

positive exchange coupling between moments in FM materials. Moreover, FM materials
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retain the magnetization even after the applied field is removed, and this behavior is

known as ‘remanence’. Below a characteristic temperature known as the Curie temperature

TC, the material from the point of view of magnetism is subdivided into ‘domains’.

The magnetic moments enclosed in these domains exhibit a nearly parallel orientation

even in absence of an external magnetic field, i.e., each domain of the material has a

spontaneous magnetization. The magnetic moments can again be localized (e.g., Gd, EuO)

or itinerant(e.g., Fe, Co, Ni). Depending upon the temperature a ferromagnetic material can

be in one of the three states. First condition is when,

T > TC (1.6)

The magnetic moments exhibit a random orientation like in paramagnetism. The suscepti-

bility is given by,

χ =
C

T −TC
(1.7)

which is the Curie-Weiss law. The constant C is called the Curie constant. The second

condition is when,

0 < T < TC (1.8)

The magnetic moments exhibit a preferential orientation. The susceptibility exhibits a

significantly more complicated functionality of different parameters compared to dia− and

paramagnetism.

χ
Ferro = χ

Ferro(T,H,History) (1.9)
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The third state is when,

T = 0 (1.10)

1.0.5 Antiferromagnetism

If, in a magnetic structure, the moments of two nearby sub-lattices are exactly equal

but opposite, the net moment of the material is zero. This type of magnetic ordering is called

antiferromagnetism (AFM), shown in Figure 1.1(c). In some materials, the atomic magnetic

moments exhibit very strong interactions, which are produced by electronic exchange

forces that have quantum mechanical origin. This exchange force results in the parallel or

antiparallel alignment of atomic moments. In some materials, exchange interactions favour

antiparallel alignment of atomic magnetic moments. Materials are magnetically ordered

but have zero remnant magnetization. In antiferromagnets, the exchange force between

the neighbouring moments is antiparallel, unlike in ferromagnets, in which exchange

force is parallel. Above a certain temperature, called the Néel temperature, thermal

energy overcomes the exchange energy and randomizes the moments. The exchange

coupling constant depends on the ratio of inter-atomic distance to the atomic diameter.

We observe that, for smaller values of this ratio, the exchange constant is negative for AFM

materials like Cr and Mn indicating an antiparallel coupling of moments. A typical inverse

susceptibility with temperature of a antiferromagnetic material is shown in the Figure 1.1(f).

1.0.6 Ferrimagnetism

In 1948, Neel proposed the existence of a third type of cooperative magnetic

phenomena of which Mn2Sb was a special case and worked out a simple yet detailed

theory of such phenomena. This third type to which Neel gave the name ferrimagnetism
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may be considered as a generalization of ferromagnetism and antiferromagnetism. In a

ferrimagnetic material the substructures into which the magnetic structure may be divided

are not identical because the complete magnetic structure contains more than one kind

of magnetic atom, or more than one kind of crystallographic site or both. The point is

that certain interactions which would be equal if the substructures were identical are no

longer same. This asymmetry is responsible for the special properties of ferrimagnetic

materials. To make it simpler, more complex forms of magnetic ordering as shown in

Figure 1.1(d) can occur in ferrimagnets where, the magnetic moments of two nearby sub-

lattices are opposite but unequal, unlike in AFM. This results in a net magnetic moment

at room temperature. Even though ferrimagnetism exhibits similar characteristics as

ferromagnetism, the ferrimagnetic materials are not good conductors like FM materials.

A typical inverse susceptibility with temperature of a ferrimagnetic material is shown in the

Figure 1.1(f).

1.1 Magnetic interactions

In this section we want to discuss about the different magnetic interactions which are

responsible for magnetic ordering in different bulk materials.

1.1.1 Direct exchange

Direct exchange operates between moments, which are close enough to have

sufficient overlap of their wavefunctions. It gives a strong but short range coupling which

decreases rapidly as the ions are separated. An initial simple way of understanding direct

exchange is to look at two atoms with one electron each. When the atoms are very close

together the Coulomb interaction is minimal when the electrons spend most of their time
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in between the nuclei. Since the electrons are then required to be at the same place in

space at the same time, Pauli’s exclusion principle requires that they possess opposite

spins. According to Bethe and Slater the electrons spend most of their time in between

neighboring atoms when the interatomic distance is small. This gives rise to antiparallel

alignment and therefore negative exchange (antiferromagnetism), Figure 1.2(a). If the

atoms are far apart the electrons spend their time away from each other in order to minimize

the electron-electron repulsion. This gives rise to parallel alignment or positive exchange

(ferromagnetism), Figure 1.2(a).

The direct inter-atomic exchange j can be positive or negative depending on the

balance between the Coulomb and kinetic energies. The Bethe-Slater curve represents the

magnitude of direct exchange as a function of interatomic distance. Cobalt is situated near

the peak of this curve, while chromium and manganese are on the side of negative exchange.

Iron, with its sign depending on the crystal structure is probably around the zero-crossing

point of the curve, Figure 1.2(a).

1.1.2 Indirect exchange

• Superexchange interaction

This type of indirect exchange interaction is usually observed in ionic solids. The

exchange interaction between non-neighbouring ions is mediated by means of a non-

magnetic ion which is located in between. The distance between the magnetic ions

is too large for a direct exchange to occur. We take as an example the coupling

between the moments on a pair of metal cations separated by a diatomic anion as

illustrated in Figure 1.2(b). The ferric ion has a half filled 3d shell and so has a

spherically symmetric charge distribution (S state ion). The triply charged rare-earth

(RE) ion is not symmetric and has a strong spin-orbit coupling; its charge distribution
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Antiparallel alignment for small interatomic distances.

Parallel alignment for large interatomic distances.

The Bethe-Slater curve

J R
K
K
Y

(a)

j

F
(x

)

x

(b)

(c)

x

Figure 1.2: Figure (a) represents the pictorial diagram of direct exchange interaction and the
Bethe - slater curve, (b) Superexchange in ferric-rare earth interaction in a garnet, and, (c)
graphical representation of the function F(x). Positive values represent the ferromagnetic
where as negative ones result in an antiferromagnetic arrangement.

is coupled to its moment. The ion’s moments are coupled via superexchange, so

turning the Fe moment alters the overlap of the RE cation in the molecule. This

changes the magnitude of both the Coulomb and exchange interactions between the

cations, leading to a coupling, which depends on the moment’s orientation.

• RKKY interaction
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Indirect exchange couples moments over relatively large distances. It is the dominant

exchange interaction in metals, where there is little or no direct overlap between

neighboring electrons. It therefore acts through an intermediary, which in metals are

the conduction electrons (itinerant electrons). This type of exchange is better known

as the RKKY interaction named after Ruderman, Kittel, Kasuya and Yoshida. The

coupling is characterized by the distance dependent exchange coefficient JRKKY :

JRKKY ∝ F(2kFr) (1.11)

with

F(x) =
sinx− xcosx

x4 (1.12)

where, kF is the Fermi vector, and r is the separation between two interacting ions.

The RKKY exchange coefficient JRKKY oscillates from positive to negative as the

separation of the ion changes and has the damped oscillatory nature shown in Figure

1.2(c). Therefore depending on the separation between a pair of ions their magnetic

coupling can be ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic. A magnetic ion induces a spin

polarization in the conduction electrons in its neighborhood. This spin polarization in

the itinerant electrons is felt by the moments of other magnetic ions within the range

leading to an indirect coupling. In rare-earth metals, whose magnetic electrons in the

4 f shell are shielded by the 5s and 5p electrons, direct exchange is rare and indirect

exchange via the conduction electrons gives rise to magnetic order in these materials.

• Double exchange interaction

In some oxides the magnetic ions exhibit mixed valencies which results in a

ferromagnetic arrangement. Magnetite (Fe3O4)which includes both Fe2+ and Fe3+

ions is such a compound.
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1.2 Intermetallic compounds

Intermetallics is the short designation for the intermetallic phases and compounds

which result from the combination of various metals. It forms a tremendously numerous

and manifold class of materials. According to a simple definition [1, 2], intermetallics are

compounds of metals whose crystal structures are different from those of the constituent

metals, and thus intermetallic phases and ordered alloys are included. During past several

decades, intermetallics have been of enormous, and still increasing, interest in materials

science and technology with respect to applications as well as fundamental physics. The

rare earth intermetallics exhibit a number of interesting features. The rare earths are prolific

compound formers, entering into chemical union with metals of almost every group in

the periodic table. The numerous compounds show great range and diversity in respect

to their structures and stoichiometries. They display a number of esoteric characteristics,

viz., magnetic ordering producing in some cases rather exotic magnetic structures, a wide

range of crystal field effects, unusual transport properties, such as resistance minima,

large magnetoresistance, superconductivity, etc. In addition, the rare earth intermetallics

afford the investigator the opportunity of studying a series of closely related isostructural

compounds which differ only in the nature of the rare earth constituent.

Only a limited number studies of the magnetic properties of rare earth intermetallics

predated the decade of the sixties. However, the present era of intensive investigation of

these materials began with the work of Nesbitt et al. in 1959 and that of Hubbard et al.

and Nassau et al. in 1960, on systems involving the rare earths in chemical union with a

3d-transition metal [3]. All these seminal studies paved the way for extensive investigation

of the fundamental properties of these and other rare earth intermetallics compounds.
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1.2. Intermetallic compounds

1.2.1 Magnetism in rare-earth (RE) intermetallic compounds

The electronic configuration of rare earth atoms can be described in terms of folowing

configuration

[Xe]4 f n5d16s2 (n = 1,2, ..., 14)

In most of the rare earth intermetallic compounds the rare earth ion remains in the

trivalent state and the 5d16s2 electrons form the conduction band. However the elements

Ce, Eu and Yb often exhibit a valency other than 3+. This is because depending upon the

chemical environment, any one of completely filled, half filled or empty 4 f orbitals can

be energetically preferred. Magnetism in rare earth elements arises due to the unfilled 4 f

orbital of rare earth ions. The 4 f electrons couple together according to Russel Saunders

coupling and Hund’s rule. The magnetic moment of the free trivalent rare earth ions is given

as gJ
√

J(J+1)µB where gJ is the Lande g-factor, J is the total angular momentum and µB

is the Bohr magneton. In the absence of crystal electric field effects the effective magnetic

moment obtained from the temperature dependence of susceptibility in the paramagnetic

region will be equal to this value. Some of the important magnetic properties of the rare

earth ions are listed in the Table 1.1.

As mentioned before, in case of rare earth intermetallic compounds the localized

moments interacts indirectly through conduction electrons via the RKKY interaction.

Localized magnetic moment polarizes conduction spin near its vicinity. At a given lattice

site, the actual spin polarization (P) of conduction electron consists of contributions from

every lattice site. The polarized electron cloud in turn decides the orientation of the

localized magnetic moment at a lattice site. The expression for the paramagnetic Curie
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Table 1.1: Table showing magnetic properties of free rare earth ions. Here S, L, J, gJ ,
Qzz denotes the total spin, total angular momentum, total momentum, Lande factor and
quadrupolar moment of rare earth ion respectively. The factor gJ

√
J(J+1) is the magnetic

moment of the free rare earth ion.

Rare earth 4 f Ground S L J gJ gJ
√

J(J+1) de Gennes Qzz
ion configuration term factor G
La3+, 4 f 0 1S0 0 0 0 - 0 0 -
Ce4+,Y3+

Ce3+ 4 f 1 2F5/2 1/2 3 5/2 6/7 2.54 0.011 -0.286
Pr3+ 4 f 2 3H4 1 5 4 4/5 3.58 0.051 -0.294
Nd3+ 4 f 3 4I9/2 3/2 6 9/2 8/11 3.62 0.116 -0.116
Pm3+ 4 f 4 5I4 2 6 4 3/5 2.68 0.217 +0.108
Sm3+ 4 f 5 6H5/2 5/2 5 5/2 2/7 0.84 0.283 +0.206
Eu3+, 4 f 6 7F0 3 3 0 0 0 0 0
Sm2+

Gd3+, 4 f 7 8S7/2 7/2 0 7/2 2 7.94 1 0
Eu2+

Tb3+ 4 f 8 7F6 3 3 6 3/2 9.72 0.667 -0.333
Dy3+ 4 f 9 6H15/2 5/2 5 15/2 4/3 10.63 0.450 -0.333
Ho3+ 4 f 10 5I8 2 6 8 5/4 10.60 0.386 -0.133
Er3+ 4 f 11 4I15/2 3/2 6 15/2 6/5 9.59 0.162 +0.133
Tm3+ 4 f 12 3H6 1 5 6 7/6 7.57 0.074 +0.333
Yb3+ 4 f 13 2F7/2 1/2 3 7/2 8/7 4.54 0.020 +0.333
Tm2+

Lu3+, 4 f 14 1S0 0 0 0 - 0 0 -
Yb2+

temperature θp in the molecular field model [4]considering RKKY interaction is given by,

θp =−
3πn2JRKKY (0)2

kBEF
(gJ−1)2J(J+1)∑

i
F(2kFRi|) (1.13)

where, the factor (gJ − 1)2J(J+1) is known as de Gennes factor. It has been generally

assumed that JRKKY is a constant for a given isostructural rare earth series. Thus for an

isostructural rare earth series the ordering temperatures are expected to scale with the de

Gennes factor and is known as the de Gennes scaling of magnetic ordering temperature.
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1.2. Intermetallic compounds

However, anomalously high magnetic ordering temperatures have been observed in

various lighter rare earth compounds. It results due to the deviations from the following

simplifying assumptions. In RKKY interaction the conduction electrons are treated as free

electrons and the Fermi surface is spherically symmetric. Also the exchange integral JRKKY

is considered to remain constant across a rare earth series. In case of light rare earths the

exchange integral can be different due to the partial delocalization of 4 f orbital compared to

the heavy ones. It was shown by Zhang and Levy [5] that the hybridization effect between

4 f and conduction band will greatly influence the RKKY interaction. It is especially valid

when the 4 f orbitals are not well localized. It was shown by them that RKKY interaction

in such cases will decay as 1/r2 or 1/r in particular directions and give rise to enhanced

ordering temperature, instead of normal 1/r3 decay.

The RKKY model does not take into account the effect of crystalline electric field on

RE ions. The intermetallic compounds can be considered as a lattice of charge immersed in

a sea of conduction electrons. The 4 f electrons residing on a given RE ion experience

electron field produced by the screened charge of the surrounding ions. The effect of

the non-uniform electric field leads to the removal of (2J + 1) fold degeneracy of the

orbital momentum of rare earth ion. Since the spatial extent of the 4 f wave function is

small, the crystal field splitting is small compared to the spin orbit interaction. The total

angular momentum can, therefore be taken as a good quantum number and the effect of the

crystal field can be regarded as a small perturbation on the (2J+1) fold degenerate ground

multiplet. The presence of crystal field effect in RE intermetallic compounds can result

in reduction of the bulk magnetic moment, although the magnitude of the actual moment

may be close to the free ion value. The influence of crystalline electric field effect on

the magnetic ordering temperature was considered by Noakes and Shenoy [6] by adding

a CEF term in the exchange Hamiltonian. Using such Hamilton they were successful in

explaining the enhancement of the magnetic ordering temperature in RERh4B4 (RE = Gd

- Tm). Crystal field effect can also influence the transport and thermodynamic behavior of
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RE compounds in some cases [6].

1.2.2 Quadrupolar interaction in Rare-Earth(RE) Intermetallic Com-

pounds

In the case of RE elements for which total orbital momentum L is non-zero, the 4 f

distribution is not spherically symmetric. The dominant factor of this anisotropic charge

distribution is the 4 f -electric quadrupolar moment. For symmetry the quadrupole moment

is given by Qzz = 〈3Jz
2− J(J + 1)〉, the value of which for different rare earth elements is

exhibited in Table 1.2. The single quadrupole can interact with CEF and can get oriented

slowly with lowering temperature along favourable crystallographic axis [7, 8]. In rare

earth intermetallic compounds the quadrupoles interact with each other and the coupling

between the two quadrupoles is mediated by the conduction electrons [9]. This quadrupole

pair interaction can dominate the magnetoelastic coupling and drive a quadrupolar ordering

in the paramagnetic state. According to the sign of quadrupolar interaction ferro or antiferro

ordering can take place. The quadrupole ordering in some of the compounds is listed in

Table 1.2. Due to the quadrupolar interaction, the magnetic transition can be of first order

in nature [9]. When the quadrupole gets oriented either by the single ion quadrupole lattice

interaction by the CEF or due to quadrupole-quadrupole pair interaction lattice distortion

may occur [9]. Such lattice distortions are observed for the ferroquadrupolar ordering as

shown in Table 1.2.

The localized magnetic moment of RE ion is axially bound with the anisotropic

charge distribution of 4 f orbital. With the application of an external magnetic field in

the paramagnetic state the partial alignment of magnetic moments can force the electric

quadrupoles to orient in a particular direction. This can give rise to lattice distortion in the

presence of magnetic field as observed in the magnetostriction data of YxRE1−xCu2Si2 [8].
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Table 1.2: Table showing some of the compounds with ferroquadrupolar (FQ) or antifer-
oquadrupolar (AFQ) ordering. The values in the column of lattice distortion exhibits the
structural distortions observed near quadrupolar ordering temperature. The ferromagnetic
ordering temperature is denoted by TC whereas TN indicates the antiferomagnetic ordering
temperature.

Compound Type of Ordering temperature Lattice distortion Magnetic Ref
quadrupolar ordering ordering

DyB2C2 AFQ 24.7 K – TC = 16.4 K [10]
TmAg2 FQ 5.0 K Tetra - ortho – [11]
CeAg FQ 15.85 K Cubic-Tetra TC = 5.5 K [9]
HoB2C2 AFQ 5.0 K – TN = 5.8 K [12]
TmZn FQ 8.55 K Cubic-Tetra TC = 8.12 K [9]
PrPb3 AFQ 0.35 K – – [9]

1.3 Scientific background and motivation

In the last few decades much attention has been paid to the understanding of the

intermetallic compounds containing rare earth elements because of their intriguing physical

properties, which have both fundamental and practical significance. Investigations of

lanthanide intermetallics started about four decades ago when lanthanide elements were

separated. Neutron diffraction experiments for pure elements indicate complex magnetic

structures [13]. Those experimental data led to the development of theoretical models of

magnetic interactions in lanthanide metals [14, 15]. Systematic investigations of binary

and ternary lanthanide compounds have been performed. These investigations provided

lots of new results that were interesting for the fundamental aspects of magnetism, such as

crystalline electric field, exchange interactions, magnetoelastic and quadrupolar coupling,

etc. The impact for starting fundamental research on 5 f electron materials was doubtlessly

the determination of the ferromagnetic properties of UH3 and UD3 and the detection of

the superconducting state in UBe12 [16]. Special attention has been given to ternary

compounds. For example, ternary compounds based on transition metals show physical
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properties different from binary compounds. The synthesis performed using the Pauli

paramagnetic compounds CoTi and CoSn results in the strongly ferromagnetic compound

Co2TiSn, with TC close to room temperature [17]. In the course of investigating the physical

properties of binary and ternary lanthanide and uranium phases, a number of new effects

have been either discovered or confirmed. Effects such as mixed valence, Kondo lattice spin

fluctuations, heavy fermions, and the coexistence of magnetism and superconductivity were

found to depend on the electronic structure of lanthanide and uranium ions, in particular

they are strongly related to the position of the 4 f or 5 f electron levels with respect to the

Fermi energy. Rare earth intermetallics play an important role in a large part of current

research that concerns new magnetostrictive and permanent magnetic materials, spin glass,

and random anisotropy systems.

One of the many ‘families’ of intermetallic systems, which turned out to be

particularly interesting, consists of compounds exhibiting the tetragonal BaAl4 type of

structure and its modifications. A large number of these type of compounds have been

synthesized up to now and their properties have been investigated. Their general chemical

formula is RET2X2, where RE is a rare earth, T is a transition metal (3d,4d,or5d) and

X stands for silicon or germanium. These compounds are stable over a large temperature

range and they appear in a strict stoichiometric ratio of 1:2:2. The crystal structure of these

class of compounds is of tetragonal symmetry with large c/a ratio equal to about 2.5 in

all cases, so one may expect a large anisotropy of physical properties. These compounds

crystallize in either of two allotropic modifications of the tetragonal BaAl4 type structure

[18]; a body-centered tetragonal structure (space group I4/mmm, ThCr2Si2 type) [19] or a

primitive tetragonal structure (space group P4/nmm, CaBe2Ge2 type) [20]. The unit cell of

ThCr2Si2 type is displayed in Figure 1.3. The atomic framework of this structure can be

displayed as a monatomic sequence perpendicular to the c-axis;

• for the ThCr2Si2 type structure : RE –X –T –X –RE –X –T –X –RE
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The atoms are distributed as follows :

RE(Th) in 2a site : 0,0,0;

T(Cr) in 4d site : 0, 1
2 ,

1
4 ; 1

2 ,0,
1
4 ;

X(Si) in 4e site : 0,0,z;0,0, z̄; + body centering translation.

This type of crystal structure consists of tetrahedra of X atoms with a T atom

embedded inside. The X–X distances are usually close to the sum of covalent radii of

X atoms, just as the T–X contacts. Strong chemical interactions are expected within the

layers composed of tetrahedra which in turn consists of four X atoms. The bond lengths

are dependent on the magnitude of the z parameter and the c/a ratio (where a, b, c are the

lattice constants). In the case of a regular tetrahedron:

z = 1
4 +

1
2
√

2
a
c = 3

8 if c/a = 2
√

2.

Therefore, the crystal structure of ThCr2Si2 type is characterized by two key

parameters, viz., the free parameter z and the c/a ratio. The values of these parameters

for rare earth compounds change with the kind of transition metal involved [21]. The z

values are found to be ∼ 0.375. For compounds containing Ru and Os, this z parameter is

found to be smaller than 0.375. The a/c values are in the range from 0.366 to 0.424. This

indicates that the tetrahedra deviate from the regular shape. The shortest distance between

two X atoms belonging to two adjacent layers of 4X tetrahedra is (1− 2z)c. It implies

that strong X-X interaction exists. The layers form a sandwich framework with RE atoms

in between. Each RE atom coordinates 8X atoms and 8T atoms at the corners of a cube

at a distance smaller than corresponding sum of the ionic radii but larger than the sum of

covalent radii. The distortion of the RE ˘ 8X cube is also dependent on the z parameter.

The atomic framework for the CaBe2Ge2 structure can be alternatively displayed as

a monatomic sequence perpendicular to the c-axis: RE –T –X –T –RE –X –T –X –RE
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Figure 1.3: Crystal structure of RET2X2 compounds of ThCr2Si2 type

Both of these structures can be considered as consisting of three dimensional

framework with short bond distances, where the rare earth atoms occupy the largest open

spaces. The layered character of the crystal structure of these compounds is strongly

reflected in their magnetic properties.

The intermetallic compounds of the ternary rare earth silicide/germanide series have

attracted many researchers through decades for their intriguing crystal structure, complex

magnetic structures and above all interesting magnetic properties. They were synthesized
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for the first time by Rieger and Parthe [22] and Rossi et al. [23]. Temperature dependence

of magnetic susceptibility of few RECr2X2 compounds, viz., GdCr2Si2, DyCr2Ge2 have

been reported around 1980s [24, 25, 26]. Mössbauer effect measurement performed by

Nowik et al. at low temperature yielded the hyperfine fields for these compounds. In

the past years magnetic properties of REMn2X2 compounds were studied extensively

by both magnetometric and neutron diffraction methods. Magnetometric measurements

by Szytula et al. [27] indicate that REMn2X2 compounds exhibit two critical magnetic

ordering temperatures. The results of investigations indicate that the T component in this

RET2X2 compounds carry no magnetic moment in most compounds, except for those with

Mn. In REMn2X2 compounds Mn moments order at high temperature, while the rare

earth moments usually order antiferromagnetically or ferromagnetically at low temperature.

Magnetic properties of REMn2X2 compounds along with their magnetic structure has been

presented in references [28, 29, 30, 31]. REFe2Si2 and REFe2Ge2 have also been widely

studied. First results of magnetometric and Mössbauer effect experiments suggested that

REFe2Si2 and REFe2Ge2 compounds are weak ferromagnets below temperature of∼ 700 K

[32]. Felner et al. reported that NdFe2Si2 and NdFe2Ge2 order antiferromagnetically with

Neel temperature of 13 K and 11 K respectively [33], while other REFe2Ge2 compounds

(RE = La, Ce, Pr, Sm and Dy) did not order down to 4.2 K. Malik et al. investigated the

magnetic properties of REFe2Ge2 ( RE = Pr, Gd, Tb and Er) [34]. ErFe2Ge2 was found to

be paramagnetic down to 4.2 K, while the remaining ones ordered antiferromagnetically.

Magnetometric and neutron diffraction studies have been carried out in other RET2X2

compounds, where T = Ni, Cu, Pd, Pt [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45].

The RET2X2 compounds with T = Co and X = Si have been studied by researchers

because of their exciting properties. These properties are found to vary depending on the

rare earth element [36, 46, 47]. The RECo2Si2 compounds with RE = La, Ce, Lu and Y

are Pauli paramagnets, i.e., their magnetic susceptibilities are independent of temperature.

Compounds of this series with RE = Sm, Er and Tm are found to obey Curie-Weiss law
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down to about 4.2 K and show a lack of ordering of the magnetic moments above that

temperature. The temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility for the RECo2Si2

( RE = Pr, Nd, Gd - Er) and RECo2Ge2 ( RE = Pr, Nd, Eu - Ho) compounds exhibit

characteristic maxima connected with their respective Neel temperatures between 6 and

46 K. Magnetic measurements (1.6 to 600 K) for fields up to 1 T showed enhanced

Pauli paramagnetism with spin fluctuation temperature around 150 K with Co and Ni

as T element [48]. It was revealed from the magnetic and resistivity measurements on

single crystal of CeCo2Si2 that the physical properties are well characterized as a valence

fluctuating system and there was no evidence of superconductivity down to about 0.3 K

[49]. Cerium compounds, viz., CeFe2Si2, CeCo2Si2, CeNi2Si2 were shown to be Kondo

lattice [50]. Neutron diffraction study on PrCo2Si2 and NdCo2Si2 carried out at liquid

helium temperature indicates the magnetic moments to be localized on RE ion situated at

(0,0,0) and (1
2 ,

1
2 ,

1
2 ) sites and are pointing along the tetragonal c-axis. This type of magnetic

ordering can be visualized as a + - + - sequence of FM sheets piled up along the c-axis [51].

Neel points were determined from the temperature dependence of magnetic peak heights.

Other magnetic and neutron diffraction experiments on a single crystal of NdCo2Si2 yielded

interesting results. Square-wave structures with propagation vectors K = (0,0,0.928) and

(0,0,0.785) appear for 15 K≤ T ≤ 24 K and 24K ≤ T ≤ 32 K (TN) respectively. A simple

collinear AFM phase was observed to be stable in the temperature range between 0-15 K

[52]. Various other properties of NdCo2Si2 compound viz., effect of high magnetic field on

the magnetic transitions, molecular field calculations of the phase transitions and effect of

pressure on magnetic structure have been studied [53, 54, 55].

Magnetic phases in PrCo2Si2 have been studied by measurements of magnetization,

neutron diffraction and electrical resistivity. For T < 9 K, the magnetic structure with

a propagation vector K = (0,0,1)[2π/c] is stable [56]. High field magnetization and

neutron diffraction on single crystal of PrCo2Si2 have been studied [57, 58]. Metamagnetic

transitions with four steps are observable in the c-axis magnetization process up to 300
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kOe. The PrCo2Si2 compound has a high-order commensurate structure with a propagation

vector Q3 = (0, 0, 0.777) for TN ∼ 30 K ≥ T≥ 17 K and a structure with Q2 =(0, 0,

0.926) for 17 K≥T≥ 9 K, and undergoes a transition between the high-order commensurate

structure and a commensurate structure with Qz= (0, 0,1) at 9 K. The magnetic moments are

parallel or antiparallel to the c-axis and perpendicular to the ferromagnetic c-planes for all

the ordered structures. The magnetization at 4.2 K proceeds by a four-step metamagnetic

process. The magnetic transitions and the magnetization process have been studied by

introducing a wave-like molecular field Hm(i)= ∑qλ (q)〈Jq〉cos(πqi + φq). Results of the

numerical calculations made with the Ising spin chain are presented. The wavenumber-

dependent molecular field coefficient λ (q) has a maximum at q = Q3 and is large positive

for 1≥ q≥ Q3 and is negative for 0.4≥ q≥ 0. The appearance of the magnetic transitions

is shown by calculating the free energy [59]. Thermodynamic study of the magnetic

transitions in this compound has been carried out by Takeda et al. [60]. In the magnetically

commensurate phases in the anisotropic compound PrCo2Si2, the contribution from the

paramagnetic ions to the entropy was detected to be about KBln2 from the heat capacity

and the adiabatic magnetization experiment. The possibility of the phase-slipping of the

sinusoidal exchange field has been suggested to be driven by the variation of temperature in

zero field. These results suggest that the PrCo2Si2 and NdCo2Si2 intermetallic compounds

are of great interest from the point of both macroscopic and microscopic studies.

The research on RERu2Si2 started around 1970-80’s due to the realization that these

intermetallic compounds exhibit several interesting magnetic and electron transport proper-

ties. Magnetic investigations over a large range of T indicated these compounds show van-

Vleck paramagnetic type behavior typical of RE3+ ions for T > 300 K while complicated

magnetic properties at low temperatures [61]. Further studies on the isostructural family

(RERh2Ge2) revealed that conduction electrons play an important role for the determination

of magnetic properties of compounds [62]. Neutron diffraction studies also indicated that

the magnetic properties of these class of compounds are complex and multiple magnetic
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structures have been observed with transitions from one structure to another with the

lowering of temperature [63]. This resulted in exhaustive investigations of the magnetism

in these class of compounds both in polycrystalline and single crystalline forms [64]. One

of the important compound of this series is NdRu2Si2 which exhibits several complicated

magnetic structures [64, 65]. Magnetic investigations using neutron diffraction techniques

revealed antiferromagnetic ordering of the Nd moments at TN = 23 K, with incommensurate

propagation vector K = (0.13,0.13,0). With the decrease of temperature a third harmonic

of K was observed which indicates a squaring of the primary structure below 16 K. At

about 9 K magnetic ordering changes from antiferromagnetic to coexisting ferromagnetic

and antiferromagnetic ones with domination of the ferromagnetic phase. Along with the

magnetic properties of this compound, there was also an increased interest on the electronic

transport properties [66, 67, 68]. These results suggested that RERu2Si2 exhibits interesting

low temperature magnetic phases with the existence of correlation between electronic and

magnetic properties.

1.4 Scope of work

In recent years much attention has been paid to the understanding of rare earth

based intermetallic materials for their varied magnetic and transport properties. Apart

from the interesting magnetic properties (as discussed in earlier section), these compounds

are known to exhibit anomalous and intriguing transport and magneto-transport properties

which are even subjected to modifications upon substitution in either of the rare earth or the

transition metal sites.e.g. [69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74].

It is to be noted, that, so far, all the substitutions involved combinations of only those

rare earth and transition metal elements that are reported to form RET2X2 compounds of

ThCr2Si2 type structure. The present thesis describes the modifications in the magnetic
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properties of RECo2Si2 (RE = Ce, Pr, Nd) compounds upon substitution of cobalt with

vanadium which is not known to be among the elements forming ThCr2Si2 type pure

compounds. In the first portion of the work reported here non magnetic Co has been

replaced partially by another non-magnetic element vanadium. V substitution causes lattice

expansion which can be thought of as a negative pressure acting on the system. With

this motivation, we have carried out a systematic study of the temperature and vanadium

concentration dependent evolution of the magnetization and electrical resistivity of the

RECo2Si2 systems.

In this thesis we investigated the following rare earth intermetallic compounds. The

studies are carried out systematically in the following sequences:

(i) Effect of V substitution in the Co site in RE(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (0≤ x≤ 0.35) (RE = Pr,

Nd) have been studied. The sequence of study for this part of the thesis goes as : synthesis of

RE(Co1−xVx)2Si2 compounds by arc melting method. X-ray diffraction measurement was

carried out to check the single phase nature of the samples. To characterize the samples

FESEM of some of the doped samples were carried out. Magnetization measurements,

heat capacity and resistivity measurements have been performed. It has been realized that

the field of magnetocaloric effect (MCE) has both technological and fundamental interest.

Magnetocaloric studies can give more insight about magnetic ordering of a system. We have

utilized this to probe the changes in the magnetization properties in the doped compounds.

The magnetic behavior of the RECo2Si2 (RE = Pr and Nd) compounds upon being doped

with vanadium is reported for the first time.

(ii) The RET2X2 compounds exhibit interesting transport and magneto-transport

properties. In view of this we carried out the magneto-transport study in one of the

RECo2Si2 compounds where RE is Nd yielding interesting results. Our magneto-transport

study was further extended to see the effect of vanadium doping in the transport properties

in Nd(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (x = 0.35). The results of the magneto-transport study in the V
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doped compound, Nd(Co0.65V0.35)2Si2, drove us to study the magneto-transport property

of an isostructural compound NdRu2Si2. Comparative studies of magnetoresistance and

magnetocaloric effect has been carried out in order to distinguish between the different

contributions to the magneto-transport property in this compound.

(iii) Lastly, attempts have been made to understand the effect of V substitution in the

Co site in CeCo2Si2 using magnetization and Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR).

1.5 Some basic theories

1.5.1 Exchange bias

The exchange bias effect is an old phenomenon which was discovered in 1956 by

Meiklejohn and Bean. They observed a shift of the magnetic hysteresis loop along the

field axis at low temperature when Co/CoO core-shell nanoparticles were cooled in a

static magnetic field [75, 76]. Exchange bias effect is the shift of the magnetic hysteresis

loop resulting from the pinning effect at the interface between soft and hard magnetic

substances. One of the most interesting interfaces for studying the exchange bias effect

is interface between a ferromagnetic (FM) and an antiferromagnetic (AFM) material. Spin

arrangement in a FM/AFM layer at the temperature TN < T < TC and at the temperature

T < TN is shown in the Figure 1.4(a) and (b). An example of a simple hysteresis loop at

the temperature TN < T < TC and such a shifted hysteresis loop at the temperature T < TN

of a material with a FM/AFM layer are sketched in Figure 1.4(c) and (d). The center

of the hysteresis loop is shifted from zero applied magnetic field by an amount HEB, the

exchange bias field. There are three different fields used to characterize the bias; the left

and right coercive fields, Hc1 and Hc2, and the bias field HEB. In a FM/AFM system, a

shifted hysteresis loop can be experimentally obtained below TN of the AFM material in
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Figure 1.4: Figure represents (a) Spin arrangments in a FM/AFM layer at the temperature
TN < T < TC; (b) Spin arrangments in a FM/AFM layer at the temperature T < TN ; (c)
hysteresis loop of a material with FM/AFM layer at the temperature TN < T < TC; (d) a
shifted hysteresis loop of a material with FM/AFM layer at the temperature T < TN .

the following protocol. First, the hysteresis curve is drawn in the zero field cooled (ZFC)

condition. After that a magnetic field is applied at a temperature higher than TN in order

to saturate the ferromagnetic material. The second step is to cool the sample below TN in

the presence of the same magnetic field. Then again hysteresis curve is drawn in this field

cooled (FC) condition. The hysteresis loop in FC condition is shifted compared with the

loop in ZFC condition. This shift is due to the strong anisotropy and a weak exchange

energy coupling between the FM and AFM material.

The macroscopic observation of the hysteresis loop shift due to unidirectional

anisotropy of a FM/AFM bilayer can be qualitatively understood by analyzing the

microscopic magnetic structure of their common interface. The critical temperature of FM

and AFM layer should satisfy the condition TC > TN , where TC is the Curie temperature

of the FM layer and TN is the Neel temperature of the AFM layer. At a temperature
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TN < T < TC, the FM spins align along the direction of the applied field, whereas the

AFM spins remain randomly oriented in a paramagnetic state. The hysteresis curve of the

ferromagnetic material is centered around zero. Next, a high magnetic field is applied which

is higher than the saturation field of ferromagnetic layer and then, without changing the

applied field, the temperature is being decreased to a finite value lower then TN (field cooling

procedure). After field cooling the system, due to the exchange interaction at the interface,

the first monolayer of the AFM layer will align ferromagnetically (or antiferromagetically)

to the FM spins. The next monolayer of the antiferromagnet will have to align antiparallel

to the previous layer as to complete the AFM order, and so on. Note that the AFM interface

spins are uncompensated, leading to a finite net magnetization of this monolayer. It is

assumed that both the ferromagnetic and the antiferromagnetic are in a single domain

state and that they will remain single domains during the re-magnetization process. When

reversing the field, the FM spins will try to rotate in-plane to the opposite direction. Being

coupled to the AFM, which is considered to be rigid, it takes a stronger force and therefore

a stronger external field is needed to overcome this coupling and to rotate the ferromagnetic

spins. As a result, the first coercive field is higher than the previous one at T > TN , when

the FM/AFM interaction was not yet active. On the way back from negative saturation

to positive one, the FM spins will need a smaller external force in order to rotate back to

the original direction. A torque is acting on the FM spins for all angles except the stable

direction which is along the field cooling direction (unidirectional anisotropy). As a result,

the magnetization curve is shifted to negative values of the applied field.

1.5.2 Specific heat: Debye theory

Specific heat is the amount of heat required to change the temperature of one unit

of mass of a substance by one degree. By heat capacity, it is often referred that heat

capacity at constant volume, which is more fundamental than the heat capacity at constant
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pressure. Any theory used to calculate lattice vibration heat capacities of crystalline solids

must explain two things:

1. Near room temperature, the heat capacity of most solids is around 3 K per atom

(the molar heat capacity for a solid consisting of n-atom molecules is ∼ 3nR). This is the

well-known Dulong and Petit law.

2. At low temperatures, Cv decreases, becoming zero at T = 0. Heat capacities have

a temperature dependence of the form αT 3 + γT , where the T 3 term arises from lattice

vibrations, and the linear term from conduction electrons.

Classical mechanics would predict Cv = 3R at all temperatures, in violation of both

experiment and the third law of thermodynamics. The Debye model was developed by Peter

Debye in 1912. He estimated the phonon contribution to the heat capacity in solids. The

Debye model treats the vibration of the lattice as phonons in a box, in contrast to Einstein

model, which treats the solid as non-interacting harmonic oscillators. The Debye model

predicts the low temperature dependence of heat capacity T 3 that confirms the experimental

results. Moreover, it covers the high temperature limits like the Einstein model. Debye

improved on Einstein’s theory by treating the coupled vibrations of the solid in terms of

3N normal modes of vibration of the whole system, each with its own frequency. The

lattice vibrations are therefore equivalent to 3N independent harmonic oscillators with these

normal mode frequencies. For low frequency vibrations, defined as those for which the

wavelength is much greater than the atomic spacing, λ >> a, the crystal may be treated

as a homogeneous elastic medium. The normal modes are the frequencies of the standing

waves that are possible in the medium.

Debye derived an expression for the number of modes with frequency between ν and

ν +dν in such a medium. As outlined above, this expression applies only to low frequency

vibrations in a crystal. Debye used the approximation that it applied to all frequencies,
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and introduced a maximum frequency νD (the Debye frequency) such that there were 3N

modes in total, i.e.,
∫

νD
0 g(ν)dν = 3N. The Debye frequency corresponds to λ = 2a, when

neighboring atoms vibrate in antiphase with each other. With this approximation in place,

Debye integrated over all of the frequencies to find the internal energy of the crystal, and

then calculated the heat capacity using Cv = (∂U/∂T )v. The resulting expression is given

below.

Cv = 3NK

(
3

xD3

∫ xD

0

x4exdx
(ex−1)2

)
(1.14)

where x = hν

KT , and xD = θD
T .

where θD is the Debye temperature.

1.5.3 Resistivity behaviour of rare earth intermetallic compounds

According to the Matthiessen’s rule the electrical resistivity (ρ) of rare earth

intermetallic compounds, can be represented as

ρ(T ) = ρ0 +ρph(T )+ρmag(T ) (1.15)

where ρ0 is the residual resistivity, ρph and ρmag are the phonon and magnetic contributions

to the resistivity. The residual resistivity is temperature independent. It arises due to the

elastic scattering of the conduction electrons from vacancies, dislocations and impurities in

the system etc. In most of the rare earth compounds it is difficult to obtain reliable values

for residual resistivity because the rare earth intermetallic compounds are quite brittle. The

phonon resistivity (ρph) arises from the electron-phonon interaction and is given by Bloch-
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Gruneisen law[77]

ρph = 4A

(
T
θD

)5 ∫
θD/T

0

x5dx
(1− e−x)(ex−1)

(1.16)

where, the constant A includes the electron-phonon coupling constant, the atomic mass

of different types of atoms and a characteristic temperature θD for the phonons. At low

temperature, the resistivity due to electron-phonon interaction is proportional to T 5 and is

also proportional to T at high temperatures. The magnetic contribution to resistivity (ρmag)

arises from the disorder in the arrangement of magnetic moments. In the paramagnetic

region magnetic contribution to resistivity is generally known as spin disorder resistivity

(ρspd) and it is given by the following relation [78, 79]

ρspd =

(
3πNm∗

2h̄e2EF

)
|JRKKY |2(gJ−1)2J(J+1) (1.17)

This relation has been derived considering the assumption of free electron with an

effective mass m∗ and in the absence of crystal field effects. Equation 1.16 exhibits in

the paramagnetic region, the magnetic contribution to resistivity is proportional to the de

Gennes factor and temperature independent. However, in the presence of crystal field effect

spin disorder resistivity shows temperature dependence [80]. Below magnetic ordering

temperature, the magnetic contribution to resistivity decreases. This decrease in spin

disorder is reflected in the temperature dependence of the total resistivity of the system.

This can be used to identify the magnetic transition temperatures of a compound. The

other effect of magnetic ordering is that the conduction electron experiences the periodicity

of the ordered magnetic lattice via the s− f interaction. In case of ferromagnets, s− f

interaction give rise to k independent exchange splitting of the spin up and spin down

bands. When the magnetic periodicity does not coincide with the lattice periodicity

in case of antiferromagnets, an extra set of energy gaps may appear at the magnetic
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superzone boundaries. Magnetic superzone gap can influence the Fermi surface below

antiferomagnetic ordering and resistivity can increase with lowering of temperature.

1.5.4 Magnetoresistance behaviour of rare earth intermetallic com-

pounds

Magneto-transport in rare earth intermetallic compounds is complicated. In the

presence of magnetic field conduction electron experiences a Lorentz force. The mag-

netoresistance due to Lorentz force is small except at very low temperatures and in case

of high purity samples. They should also have very low resistivity. It gives a positive

H2 to the magnetoresistance at low fields and magnetoresistance saturates at high fields

and low temperatures [81]. In polycrystalline samples in some cases magnetoresistance

has been observed to increase linearly with an increase of magnetic field. The linear H

dependence results from the averaging over the separate crystallites, for some of which it is

H2, whereas for others it tends to saturate [81]. For samples containing localized moments

in the paramagnetic state the application of magnetic field suppresses the spin fluctuations.

This results in a negative magnetoresistance. Due to this effect the magnetoresistance was

shown to give -H2 [82, 83] well above magnetic ordering temperature. For a ferromagnetic

material due to the suppression of spin fluctuation by externally applied magnetic field the

magnetoresistance is negative and shows a linear dependence in H [82, 83]. According to

spin fluctuation theory of Ueda [84, 85] the magnetoresistance is negative and proportional

to H and H2 for weak and nearly ferromagnetic metals respectively, while for a strong

magnetic field it is proportional to H−1/3. In the case of antiferromagnets with the

application of magnetic field along the sublattice magnetization, spin fluctuation of the

parallel sublattice decreases, whereas for the antiparallel one it increases. Yamada et al.

showed that the combination of these two effects produces a positive magnetoresistance

proportional to H2 [83]. When the Zeeman energy due to the applied field overcomes
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the anisotropy energy, the magnetic structure displays a spin flop transition. In this

configuration magnetoresistance is small until a ferromagnetic configuration is achieved

and magnetoresistance becomes negative. In the presence of superzone gap effect in an

antiferromagnet, the situation can be complicated due to the modification of the gap with

the application of magnetic field. If the magnetic structure changes with application of

magnetic field then the superzone energy gap in the conduction band gets modified resulting

in a change in the magnetoresistance.

1.5.5 Magnetocaloric effect

Magnetocaloric effect (MCE) is an area of great research interest. The study of MCE

in rare earth intermetallics is of particular interest, because of their immense potential

as magnetic cooling materials which serve as the basis for refrigeration from near room

temperature to less than 1 K [86, 87]. Apart from its technological importance MCE can

also yield basic information about magnetic interactions. The MCE was first discovered by

Warburg about 120 years ago when he observed heat evolution in iron under the effect of a

varying magnetic field [88].

• Relation between magnetization and MCE

The relation between magnetization and MCE can be derived from the thermody-

namic equations. From Maxwell’s relation

(
∂S(T,H)

∂H

)
T

=

(
∂M(T,H)

∂T

)
H

(1.18)

where SM denotes the entropy and M the magnetization of a system at a temperature

T and magnetic field H. The isothermal change in entropy (∆SM) with magnetic field
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change from H1 to H2 is given by the relation,

∆SM =
∫ H2

H1

(
∂M(T,H)

∂T

)
H

dH (1.19)

The adiabatic change in temperature (∆Tad) with the change in magnetic field can be

calculated as following. Let us consider the total entropy of the system SM(T,H) . Its

total differential can be written as,

dS =

(
∂S
∂T

)
H

dT +

(
∂S
∂H

)
T

dH (1.20)

Under adiabatic condition the total entropy of the system remains constant. Therefore

under adiabatic condition equation 1.20 gives

dT =−

(
T

C(T,H)

)
H

(
∂M(T,H)

∂T

)
H

dH (1.21)

where C is the heat capacity of the system. In deriving this equation, the equation

1.18 was used along with the following relation,

(
C
T

)
H

=

(
∂S
∂T

)
H

(1.22)

The adiabatic change in temperature can be obtained as

∆Tad(T,∆H) =−
∫ H2

H1

(
T

C(T,H)

)
H

(
∂M(T,H)

∂T

)
H

dH (1.23)

Therefore from equation 1.19 and 1.23 it is evident that ∆SM and ∆Tad are propor-

tional to the temperature derivative of magnetization and change in magnetic field.

Maximum value of ∆SM is expected in the vicinity of a magnetic transition as the

temperature derivative of magnetization is largest at that temperature.
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• Magnetocaloric effect and magnetic transition

The magnetocaloric effect can give valuable information about the nature of magnetic

ordering. On application of external magnetic field the magnetic moments of the

paramagnetic (PM) or ferromagnetic (FM) materials have the tendency to align

along the direction of the magnetic field. As a result, in the presence of external

magnetic field under adiabatic conditions an increase of temperature occurs to

compensate the decrease of magnetic entropy, which is known as magnetocaloric

effect (MCE) [89]. In contrast to the effect in PM or FM materials, in some

magnetic materials (e.g. antiferromagnetic, ferrimagnetic materials) on application

of external magnetic field the configurational entropy of spin structure increases.

As a result, application of external magnetic field adiabatically, cools down (∆SM

negative) the material due to the decrease of lattice entropy, which is known as inverse

magnetocaloric effect (IMCE) [90]. From equation 1.19 and 1.23 it is evident that

the MCE is proportional to the rate of change of magnetization, which is maximum

around the magnetic transition temperature. This is because around the magnetic

ordering temperature the application of a magnetic field under isothermal condition

produces a larger change in magnetization than at higher or lower temperatures.

Thus the magnitude of MCE is maximum near the magnetic transition. Above the

transition temperature magnetic moments are oriented randomly. With increasing

temperature the thermal effect of this randomness increases. As a result the external

magnetic field will produce paramagnetic response and the MCE decreases with

increase of temperature. At temperatures much lower than the transition temperature

magnetization can not change significantly, as the external magnetic field will have

same effect compared to strong exchange interaction. Thus the magnetocaloric

effect for ferromagnetic systems shows a positive caret like shape whereas for an

antiferromagnetic system it exhibits a negative caret like shape with minima around

the magnetic ordering temperature [91]. Actually MCE reflects the transformation,
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taking place in spin configuration of magnetic materials [89]. For example, we

can get valuable information about magnetic materials like the nature of magnetic

ordering [92, 93], metamagnetic transitions [94] etc.

• Indirect measurement technique: Magnetization measurement

It is possible to measure MCE directly or to calculate indirectly from the measured

magnetization and/or heat capacity data, both as a function of temperature and

magnetic field. In the indirect method, magnetic field induced isothermal entropy

change ∆SM is calculated from the field dependence of magnetization at constant

temperature using the equation 1.19. For the calculation of MCE from magnetization

measurements care should be taken to measure the actual sample temperature

accurately, because as in equation 1.19, ∆SM is a function of the derivative of

magnetization with respect to temperature. So, any small error in the measurement

can lead to a large error. The adiabatic temperature can be calculated using equation

1.23 from the data of field dependence of magnetization and heat capacity data.

1.5.6 Some basics on nuclear magnetic resonance(NMR)

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) technique is a powerful tool in condensed

matter physics probing the static and dynamical properties in the atomic level. The static

part, i.e., the time averaged information is obtained by measuring the frequency of the

NMR line. The dynamic part, which is originated due to the presence of rapid fluctuations

of the local magnetic field and electric field gradient (EFG), broadens the resonance line

and governs the various relaxation rates. In this thesis we are only concerned with the

NMR line/spectra and not with the relaxation mechanisms. Both the time averaged and

fluctuating parts of the local magnetic fields and EFG seen by the nucleus result from the

effect of coupling of the nucleus to the lattice (in other words, the environment of the
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nucleus) called hyperfine interaction. The hyperfine interactions is divided into two parts,

namely magnetic interaction and quadrupolar interaction. The magnetic part involves a

magnetic coupling of the nucleus with the magnetic field originating either from the orbital

motion of the electrons and/or from the magnetic moment associated with the electron

spin. The quadrupolar part involves an electrostatic coupling of the nucleus with the EFG

originating from charges distributed around the nucleus.

• Magnetic Interaction

In case of magnetic hyperfine interaction the electrons of an ion or atom have

a resultant electronic magnetic moment, the magnetic moment interacts with the

nuclear magnetic moment resulting in the magnetic hyperfine interaction. The total

magnetic interaction is given by the Hamiltonian

HM =−γnh̄I.(H0 +HM) (1.24)

The important contribution to the magnetic field HM are the following: (a) Fermi

contact term, (b) dipolar contribution and (c) orbital contribution.

(a) Fermi contact term : The s electrons possess a non vanishing probability inside

the nuclear volume and therefore can interact directly with the nuclear moment. So a

magnetic field is produced at the nuclear site due to the s electrons. The shift caused

due to this interaction is called the Knight shift.

(b) Dipolar contribution : As an effect of the dipolar electron-nuclear coupling, the

position of the nuclear resonance is shifted from its diamagnetic value. The dipolar

field produces an anisotropic shift in the line position in case the local magnetic

environment around the nucleus does not have cubic symmetry.

(c) Orbital contribution : The third contribution, represents the interaction of the

nuclear spin with the orbital motion of the electrons. In some transition metals this
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term becomes important. In case of non-ferromagnetic metals, paramagnetism has

been considered to be due to the spin of unpaired electrons. The contribution of the

orbital magnetic moment to the paramagnetism is neglected for the reason that they

are quenched by the crystal field. But Kubo and Obata had pointed out that in case of a

metal with non-s bands, the orbital magnetic moment contributes to the paramagnetic

susceptibility through the second order perturbation. This contribution of orbital

paramagnetism is the analog in metals of the van Vleck temperature independent

paramagnetism.

• Quadrupolar interaction

Nuclei with spin I greater than 1/2 possess an electric quadrupole moment, having

its origin in a non-spherically symmetric nuclear charge distribution. The nuclear

electric quadrupole moment interact with the gradient of any electric field existing

at the nucleus, no appreciable gradient can be produced by direct external means.

Thus a significant gradient is always the result of internal fields. This internal field is

produced by the electric charges rather close to the nucleus.

The electric quadrupole interactions in NMR can be divided into (1) high field case,

and, (2) low field case depending on the relative strength of the nuclear quadrupole

interaction and the Zeeman interaction.

In the high field case, the nuclear electric quadrupole interaction energy is assumed

small compared to the interaction energy of the nuclear magnetic moment with the

external magnetic field. Quadrupolar effects can be treated as a perturbation over the

magnetic interaction. This can split the resonance line into several components. The

number of such components can provide information about the nuclear spin whereas

the separation in frequency between the components yields the nuclear quadrupole

moment when the electrostatic field gradient at the nuclear position can be calculated.

In addition to that of producing a fine structure of the resonance line, the quadrupole
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Zeeman only
With Quadrupole

Figure 1.5: Schematic representation of the effect of the quadrupolar interaction on the
NMR line shape over the Zeeman interaction for nuclear spin I = 5/2

interactions may led to a broadening or apparent loss of intensity of the resonance

line.

On the other hand, in the low field case the nuclear quadrupole interaction is so

large that it becomes responsible for almost the entire dependence of the energy of

a nucleus on its spin orientation. NMR experiments in zero or very small external

magnetic field then becomes possible. The schematic representation of the effect of

the quadrupolar interaction on the NMR line shape over the Zeeman interaction for

nuclear spin I = 5/2 is shown in Figure 1.5.

Measurement of the NMR shift

The NMR shift is measured by noting the resonance frequency of the central

frequency of the central line from the reference position. Thus the NMR shift is

K(T ) =
(ν(T )−νre f )

νre f
(1.25)

The reference position is the resonance frequency (νre f ) of standard diamagnetic

sample. The experimentally measured NMR shift is actually the isotropic component of
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the calculated shift, when the central line is symmetric. If the central resonance line is

broad and asymmetric then it is better to calculate isotropic NMR shift from the theoretical

fitting of the resonance line.

NMR Hamiltonian and NMR spectra: Transferred Hyperfine effects

In the first part of this section we have mentioned that the magnetic hyperfine field is

the result of three contributions viz. the dipolar field from electron spins outside the nucleus

volume, the orbital field associated with a not fully quenched orbital moment, and the

Fermi contact field which originates from the spin polarisation of all electrons (essentially

s shells) within the volume of the nucleus. For a pure metal this consideration is sufficient

to understand the Knight shift. However, for the intermetallic compound, such as the

metallic systems containing magnetic ions the hyperfine field is also modified. In that case

the magnetic hyperfine field is modified due to the conduction electron polarisation. It is

composed of a contribution of the conduction electron polarisation caused by the localised

spin moment present at the atomic site under consideration, plus a contribution arising from

conduction electron polarisation due to the polarising influence of magnetic moment present

at the surrounding sites in the lattice. This later term is called the transferred hyperfine field.

If we take into account all contributions, then we would get the transferred hyperfine effects.

In a metallic system containing magnetic ions, such as rare earths or transition metals

for example, CeNi2Al5, the Hamiltonian for a nucleus with spin greater than 1/2 is written

as,

H = HZ +Hh f +HQ +HN (1.26)

where HZ is the Zeeman interaction of the nucleus with an external magnetic field,

Hh f is the hyperfine interaction, HQ is the quadrupole interaction, and HN is the nuclear
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spin-spin interaction. Assuming that the principal axes of the electric field gradient (EFG)

tensor and magnetic shift tensor are coincident, the resonance frequency ν of a given

transition (m↔ m-1) is given by,

ν(m↔ m−1) = ν0 +ν
(2)
quad +νani (1.27)

with ν0 = (1+Kiso)νre f , where νre f is the Larmor frequency of the nucleus in case of

diamagnetic reference compound. Kiso is the isotropic part of the Knight shift.

ν
(2)
quad is due to second-order quadrupole effect and is given by

ν
(2)
quad =−

( 1
32

ν2
Q

ν0

)
(1− cos2

θ)

[[
102m(m−1)−18I(I +1)+39

]
cos2

θ(1+
2
3

η cos2φ)

−
[
6m(m−1)−2I(I +1)+3

]
(1− 2

3
η cos2φ)

]

+
η2

72

ν2
Q

ν0

[
24m(m−1)−4I(I +1)+9−

[
30m(m−1)−6I(I +1)+12

]
cos2

θ

−
[51

2
m(m−1)− 9

2
I(I +1)+

39
4
]

cos2 2φ(cos2
θ −1)2

]
(1.28)

and νani is due to the anisotropic Knight shift and assuming that the principal axes of the

EFG tensor (XY Z) coincide with those of the crystallites (a,b,c) it is given by,

νani =
K1νre f

2
(3cos2

θ −1)+K2νre f sin2
θ cos2φ (1.29)

where, K1 = Kan(c) and K2 = Kan(b)-Kan(a).
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CHAPTER 2

Experimental Techniques

Experimental works carried out related to this thesis has been described in this

chapter. This chapter also includes the details about the procedure to make the polycrys-

talline RET2Si2 compounds by arc melting. To characterize our prepared samples we have

utilized some commercial instruments. The RIGAKU-TTRAX III x-ray diffractometer

was employed to perform the x-ray diffraction study. For further characterization, Field

Emission Scanning Electron Transmission (FESEM) have also been used. To measure the

magnetic properties and heat capacity, we have used magnetic properties measurement

system (SQUID-VSM) and physical properties measurement system, both of Quantum

Design. The experimental details of the transport and NMR measurements are discussed in

the subsections.
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2.1 Sample preparation technique

Arc melting method

The polycrystalline intermetallic compounds studied in this thesis were prepared by

arc melting of constituent elements of purity > 99.9% in argon gas atmosphere. The ingots

were turned over and remelted several times to ensure better homogeneity of the samples

which resulted in a loss of less than 1%. The samples which need heat treatment were

wrapped in titanium foil and sealed in evacuated quartz tubes. In order to obtain phase

homogeneity, the samples were annealed at 900◦ C for one week and then slowly cooled.

For NdRu2Si2, the sample after annealing was quenched in liquid nitrogen. Figure 2.1

shows an arc melting setup where the samples have been prepared.

2.2 Sample characterization techniques

2.2.1 X –ray diffraction (XRD)

The x-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements of all prepared samples in bulk poly-

crystalline form were carried out with a RIGAKU TTRAX-III diffractometer in Bragg-

Brentano (BB) geometry using Cu-Kα radiation. In this arrangement, the x-ray beam

incident upon the specimen at a particular angle is diffracted according to Bragg’s law, as

it is reflected from the various planes of the crystal lattice. The whole diffraction patterns

of the compounds are collected by varying the incidence angle θ and the corresponding

detector angle 2θ . The block diagram of the x-ray diffraction and the Bragg’s law of

diffraction is given in Figure 2.2. Here, the reflected beam was captured by a sensitive

scintillation counter or a solid state detector. Each peak in the XRD patterns (2θ versus
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Figure 2.1: Image of an arc melting setup. The above image in the right hand side shows
the copper hearth with the elements and titanium ball. The lower one shows an evacuated
quartz tube with sample wrapped in titanium foil ready for annealing process.

intensity plot) corresponds to the response of individual crystallographic planes of the

material. The structures were analyzed by standard profile fitting as well as full fitting

method using FULLPROF 2009 program. The lattice parameters (a,b,c) were determined

by Rietveld analysis.

2.2.2 Scanning electron microscopy

An energy dispersive x-ray spectroscope attached to a scanning electron microscope

(FESEM, FEI INSPECT F50) has been used to determine the concentrations of the elements

present in the sample. The scanning electron microscope (SEM), which is closely related to

the electron probe, is designed primarily for producing electron images, but can also be used

for element mapping, and even point-by-point analysis, if an x-ray spectrometer is added. A

solid sample when bombarded with electrons of sufficient energy emits x-rays characteristic

of constituent elements of the sample. Qualitative analysis involves the identification of the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.2: Figure represents (a) schematic diagram of a x-ray diffractometer, (b) Bragg
diffraction diagram, (c) RIGAKU TTRAX-III diffractometer, (d) image of a sample holder
with powder sample.

lines in the emitted spectrum. Quantitative analysis (determination of the concentrations of

the elements present) entails measuring line intensities for each element in the sample and

for the same elements in calibration standards of known composition. The three principal

components of a basic EDS system are (1) the x-ray analyzer and detector, (2) a pulse

processor that measures the voltage pulses corresponding to the x-ray energies, and, (3)

a computer. The x-ray that is produced by and characteristic of elements present in the

sample generates a current on entering the detector and it is then converted into a voltage
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Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of Scanning Electron Microscope(SEM). Inset shows the
FESEM image of our sample.

pulse proportional to the energy of the x-ray. A computer measures the voltage pulses

over a period of time, and plots them as a histogram which shows intensities at different

x-ray energies that is compared with the similarly obtained histogram for the calibration

standard. Figure 2.3 shows the schematic diagram of scanning electron microscope and the

inset shows SEM image of one of the samples.
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2.3 Measurement techniques

2.3.1 Magnetization measurements by VSM-SQUID (Quantum De-

sign)

All the magnetic measurements related to this thesis were carried out using a ‘mag-

netic properties measurement system’, MPMS SQUID-VSM (Superconducting Quantum

Interference Device Vibrating Sample Magnetometer) of Quantum Design.

The SQUID, which picks up changes in magnetic field, is the most sensitive

detector for measuring extremely small magnetic fields. Only inherent quantum effects

set its limits. It has become by far the most widely used small-scale superconducting

device. The essential parts of a SQUID are superconducting magnet, superconducting

detection coil, a SQUID connected to the detection coil and superconducting magnetic

shield surrounding the SQUID. Generally during the measurements in static magnetic

field the superconducting magnet is operated in persistent mode. In a short portion of

superconducting magnet’s wire a small heater is attached which acts as a persistent current

switch. Superconducting detection coil is nothing but a piece of a superconducting wire

which is configured as a second-order gradiometer. This detection coil is subjected in the

region of uniform magnetic field, produced by the superconducting magnet and is connected

with the SQUID. SQUID is consisting of a superconducting loop which is interrupted by

one or more Josephson junction. During the charging of the magnet, heater should be

on such that the adjoining portion of the superconducting wire becomes normal resistive.

Due to the normal resistive state of the adjacent portion of the switch, the superconducting

loop is electrically opened up. An external current source is connected to each side of the

switch to pass the current through the superconducting wires in the magnet for producing

the external magnetic field. The block diagram of a SQUID magnetometer is shown in
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Figure 2.4(a). A picture of superconducting quantum interference device vibrating sample

magnetometer (SQUID-VSM) of Quantum Design is shown in the Figure 2.4(b). Figure

2.4(c) show the sample loaded in the sample holder of SQUID-VSM. Figure 2.4(d) shows

the data of one of the samples as measured in SQUID. In the closed superconducting current

path there are one or two Josephson junctions. A dc SQUID consists of two Josephson

junctions formed into a superconducting ring. Applying current to the SQUID (biasing it)

sends Cooper pairs of electrons tunneling through the junctions. A magnetic field applied to

the ring, alters the flow. Specifically, it changes the quantum-mechanical phase difference

across each of the two junctions. These phase changes, in turn, affect the critical current

of the SQUID. A progressive increase or decrease in the magnetic field causes the critical

current to oscillate between a maximum value and a minimum one. The maximum occurs

when the flux administered to the SQUID equals an integral number of flux quanta through

the ring, the minimum value corresponds to a half-integer number of quanta. The period

of these oscillations is the flux quantum. In practice, we do not measure the current but

voltage across the SQUID, which swings back and forth under a steadily changing magnetic

field. This quantum interference effect provides us with a digital magnetometer. Each

digit represents one flux quantum. The SQUID in essence is a flux-to-voltage transducer,

converting a tiny change in magnetic flux into a voltage. This effect closely resembles the

double-slit experiment in optics; when coherent light passes through two parallel slits, the

emerging beams "interfere" with each other to produce a series of light and dark fringes. In

a superconductor a single wave function describes all the Cooper pairs. The wave functions

at the two Josephson junctions interfere with each other to produce the current and voltage

swings. In practice, we can detect changes that are smaller than the flux quantum. A tiny

flux signal produces a corresponding voltage swing across the SQUID, which conventional

electronics can measure. To take advantage of the extraordinary sensitivity of the SQUID,

the devices are almost always coupled to an input circuit. For magnetometers, this circuit

enhances the SQUID’s sensitivity. With a flux transformer, a SQUID can reach femtotesla
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(1015 T) resolution. One femtotesla corresponds to one part in 1011 of the earth’s magnetic

field. In a SQUID magnetometer, the sample is mounted in a straw through another straw

segment such that the sample must not slip or rattle when the straw is shaken and attached

to one end of a sample rod which is inserted into the dewar. The another end is attached to

a servo-motor-controlled platform which is used to move the sample through the detection

coils which are placed at the center of the magnet. Regarding the data collection procedure

it should be mentioned that it cannot detect directly the magnetic moment of the specimen as

described earlier. To estimate the magnetic moment the sample is allowed to vibrate through

the superconducting detection coils, placed at the center of the magnet. The detection coil

consists of a superconducting pick-up coil with four windings. Two center windings are in

the same sense which basically add the pick-up signal whereas the rearer two are in counter

sense with respect to the central windings. As a result of the movement of the sample,

the change of the magnetic flux produces an alternating voltage in the pick-up coil which

is proportional to the magnetic moment of the sample. In addition to that in a sensitive

SQUID the sensor itself is shielded properly from the fluctuation of the ambient magnetic

field of the laboratory and the magnetic field produced by the superconducting magnet.

2.3.2 Heat capacity measurement using physical property measure-

ment system (Quantum Design)

The heat capacity measurement of some compounds related to this thesis were

carried out by utilizing the commercial instrument ‘physical properties measurement

system’(PPMS), of Quantum Design. It measures the heat capacity at constant pressure.

Cp = (
dQ
dT

)p (2.1)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.4: Figure represents (a) schematic diagram of SQUID-VSM magnetometer, (b)
Image of superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer (Quantum
Design), (c) sample holder of SQUID-VSM with sample placed in the holder, (d) shows the
data of one of the samples as measured in SQUID.

A schematic diagram of the attachment of heat capacity measurement system is given in

Figure 2.5. In this measurement protocol a known amount of the heat is supplied by a

constant power for a fixed time and then the heating period is followed by a cooling period

of the same duration. For supplying the heat energy and to note the temperature change,

a platform heater and platform thermometer are attached to the bottom side of the sample

platform. A small flat piece of sample is mounted on the platform by using the apiezon

grease to make a good thermal contact to the platform. Generally the measurement of heat

capacity is performed in high vacuum option mode in PPMS. In PPMS heat capacity option

the relaxation technique is used to calculate the heat capacity. After each measurement

cycle (which consists of heating and cooling period) the entire temperature response data is

fitted by the model which includes the thermal relaxation of the sample platform to the bath

temperature and the relaxation between the sample platform and the sample itself (in case
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of poor contact). Generally two models are used to derive the heat capacity of a sample.

The ‘Simple model’ and the ‘Two-Tau Model’.

• Simple model

When the sample and the platform are in good thermal contact with each other, this

model is applied to estimate the total heat capacity (heat capacity of the sample and

the platform). The temperature T of the platform as a function of time t obey the

equation

Ctotal
dT
dt

=−Kw(T −Tb)+P(t) (2.2)

Where Ctotal is the total heat capacity of the sample and the platform; Kw is the

thermal conductance of the supporting wires; Tb is the temperature of the thermal

bath and P(t) is the power applied by the heater (it is equal to P0 during heating

and zero during cooling cycle). The solution of the equation 2.2 is an exponential

function with characteristic time constant equal to Ctotal/Kw

• Two-Tau Model

However when the thermal contact between the sample and the platform is poor, there

exists another sophisticated model, the two-tau model to measure the heat capacity.

In this model the temperature difference between the platform and the sample is taken

into account. The mathematical equations to derive the heat capacity in this model

can be expressed as

Cplat f orm
dTp

dt
= P(t)−Kw[Tp(t)−Tb]+Kg[Ts(t)−Tp(t)] (2.3)
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.5: Figure represents (a) Physical property measurement system (PPMS) (Quntum
Design) set up, (b) Thermal Connections to sample and sample platform in PPMS Heat
Capacity Option.

Csample
dTs

dt
=−Kg[Ts(t)−Tp(t)] (2.4)

Here Cplat f orm and Csample are the heat capacities of the platform and the sample

respectively. Kg is the thermal conductance of the grease. Tp(t) and Ts(t) represents

the temperature of the platform and the sample respectively.

In our present work the transitions are weakly first order and as they occur well

below the room temperature and therefore the experiment will require narrow heat pulses

(typically 2 % of T )so that the underestimation of heat capacity will be small. For better

estimation of heat capacity very close data points were taken using long stabilization time

at each temperature.
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2.3.3 Electric transport and magneto-transport measurement

The transport property measurements presented in this thesis have been carried out

at UGC-DAE CSR, Indore. A home-built instrument working in the temperature range

1.5 - 300 K and magnetic fields 0 - 9 T was utilized to carry out the electrical transport

measurements in four probe geometry. In this geometry, four contact points were formed

on the sample in a line. Outer two contacts are used to send current through the sample

and inner two contacts are used to measure the voltage.The schematic diagram of the

insert has been given in Figure 2.6. An oxygen free highly pure copper (OFHC) block

(marked by B in Figure 2.6) was used to make the square sample holder that had capacity

of holding sixteen samples for simultaneous measurements. The samples were mounted

using GE varnish ensuring proper electrical isolation and good thermal contact. To make the

electrical connections for four probe configuration, PCB stripes were used. The temperature

of the sample space was precisely measured by a calibrated cernox temperature sensor

mounted on the copper block. For uniform heating of the sample holder, a pair wise twisted

manganine wire was wounded around both ends of the sample holder. A meter long SS

tube was connected with the sample holder (A in Figure 2.6) and some copper baffles were

brazed (C in Figure 2.6) which acted as radiation shields. Different types of the copper

wires were used for the electrical connections from sample holder to the room temperature

end of the insert (D in Figure 2.6).

Various electronic instruments were connected with the set-up during the experiment.

A temperature controller (Lakeshore 340) was utilized to measure and stabilize temperature

of the sample holder. A switching System (Keithley, Model7002) was used for selecting

different samples. A nanovolt scanner card along with a general purpose scanner card

were utilized for switching between the voltage leads and current leads of different samples

respectively. Current was sent through the current leads from a source meter (Keithley,
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Model2400 source-meter) and corresponding voltage drop was recorded by a nanovoltmeter

(Keithley, model 182). The insert was placed inside the magnetic system after mounting the

samples and making electrical connections. After stabilization of the specified temperature,

a particular sample is selected by scanner. A pre-determined amount of current is allowed to

send through the current leads of that sample and corresponding voltage across the voltage

leads is recorded by the nanovoltmeter. In order to nullify the thermo-emf effect, the current

is reversed and the voltage is measured again. The same process is repeated several times

to improve the accuracy. After finishing measurement on one sample, scanner card selects

the next one. Once the measurement of all the samples are completed the temperature

controller sets next pre-determined temperature. The data is plotted as resistance versus

temperature and can be monitored in real time on the computer screen. The resistivity (ρ)

is determined from the measured resistance (R) from the following relation

ρ = R
A
l

(2.5)

where A is the cross sectional area and l is the length of the sample, i.e., distance between

the voltage leads. It should be mentioned that there is some degree of ambiguity as to the

appropriate cross sectional area, as the value will depend on the precise path of the current

through the sample. It has been assumed that the current flows uniformly throughout the

width of the sample. The resistivity values thus obtained should be treated as an upper

bound, as the area the current travels through may be restricted.

2.3.4 Nuclear magnetic resonance(NMR) spectrometer

The essential components of NMR spectrometer are: (1) a magnet for Zeeman

splitting of the nuclear spin energy levels, (2) a radio frequency (RF) source to tune the

resonance frequency of the nuclei, (3) a switch or gate for turning the RF irradiation on and
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B

A

C

D

Figure 2.6: A schematic diagram of the insert for the transport and magneto-transport
measurement.
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.7: Figure represents (a) Cross-section of NMR magnet (b) Schematic diagram of
Nuclear Magnetic resonance spectrometer (c) Block diagram of the transmitter (d) The FID
of an NMR signal.

off, (4) a transmitter and detector coil containing the sample, (5) a switch or gate in front

of the receiver for protection, and (6) a receiver. A bock diagram of NMR spectrometer is

shown in Figure 2.7.

Measurement procedure

• Free induction decay

The NMR spectrometer is basically a device capable of: (i) magnetizing the nuclear

spins with a large applied magnetic field, (ii) rotating the spin polarizations by r f

pulses to produce transverse nuclear magnetization, and, (iii) detecting the small

oscillating electric currents induced by the precessing transverse spin magnetization.

Magnetic moment of a sample is fluctuating with time by the influence of local
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fluctuating magnetic field, which arises due to the fact that the nuclear spin is in its

immediate thermal environment. This fluctuating magnetic field breaks the isotropic

distribution of spin polarization, and a resultant magnetic moment arises along the

direction of the external magnetic field. In this situation, a radio frequency field in

the form of a pulse of short time duration is applied at a direction perpendicular to the

external magnetic field through a electrical wire wound over the sample. There arises

a transverse magnetization along the perpendicular direction of the external magnetic

field. The transverse magnetization also rotates with time and stays though with a

decaying intensity even after the pulse is withdrawn. The rate of decay is determined

by the interaction of the nuclear magnetic moments with their surroundings and

also the interaction among the nuclear moments themselves. The rotating transverse

magnetic moment generates a rotating magnetic field, and therefore an oscillating

electric current is induced in the same coil. It is possible to detect this small

oscillating current by using a sensitive r f detector. The oscillating electric current

induced by the precessing nuclear transverse magnetization is called the NMR signal

or free-induction decay (FID).
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CHAPTER 3

Study of Magnetic and magnetocaloric

properties of vanadium substituted

layered intermetallic compounds

RE(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (RE = Pr and Nd; 0

≤ x≤ 0.35 )

3.1 Introduction

Magnetic properties of RECo2Si2 compounds have been extensively studied [40, 51,

95, 96]. Both PrCo2Si2 and NdCo2Si2 are antiferromagnetic. Neutron diffraction studies

[57] on single crystal of PrCo2Si2 shows magnetic moments only on rare-earth ions in a

square-wave structure with propagation vectors (0,0,l), (0,0,0.074) and (0,0,0.223) appear in

the sequence of T ≤ 9 K (T1), 9 K≤ T ≤ 17 K (T2) and 17 K≤ T ≤ 30 K (TN), respectively.
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NdCo2Si2 also have a similar magnetic structure [52] in which the propagation vectors

(0,0,l), (0,0,0.07) and (0,0,0.21) appear in the sequence of T ≤ 15 K (T1), 15 K ≤ T ≤

24 K (T2) and 24 K ≤ T ≤ 32 K (TN), respectively. Therefore, at lowest temperatures,

both compounds exhibit a collinear antiferromagnetic (AFM) ordering of alternate up and

down moments along c-axis. However, it is important to note that in planes perpendicular

to c-axis, the moments are ferromagnetically aligned. The temperatures 30 K and 32 K are

denoted as the AFM ordering temperatures, TN , for PrCo2Si2 and NdCo2Si2, respectively.

RET2X2 compounds have a tendency of magnetic instability arising out of an

interplay of on-site and inter-site magnetic fluctuations [97]. Significant modifications in

their magnetic properties have been obtained by the use of externally applied pressure

or substitution at either RE or T sites [71, 73, 74, 98]. So far, all the substitutions

involved combinations of only those RE and T elements that are known to form RET2X2

compounds of ThCr2Si2 type structure. We have investigated modifications in the

magnetic properties of RECo2Si2 (RE = Pr,Nd) compounds upon substitution of cobalt

with vanadium which is not known to be among the elements forming ThCr2Si2 type

pure compounds. The substitutions have resulted in the appearance of ferromagnetism at

temperatures ∼ 30 K. This is the first instance of antiferromagnetic RECo2Si2 compounds

becoming ferromagnetic upon incorporation of a non-magnetic transition element. Also, for

the first time in RET2X2 systems, the substituted compounds yield a significant exchange

bias field, which, together with their magnetoresistance, present strong evidence for these

compounds behaving as natural multilayers.

3.2 Sample preparation and X-ray diffraction studies

Polycrystal samples of RE(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (RE = Pr, Nd; x = 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2,

0.25, 0.3 and 0.35) were prepared by arc melting high-purity elements in purified argon
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atmosphere. For better homogeneity, the ingots were turned over and re-melted six times

resulting in the end a weight loss of less than 1 %. The samples were subsequently annealed

at 900◦ C for 7 days. X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) studies at room temperature were

performed with a Rigaku TTRAX-III x-ray diffractometer, and the lattice parameters were

obtained by Rietveld refinement of the data using Fullprof program. Figure 3.1 shows x-

ray diffraction patterns and Rietveld refinements of some of the prepared samples. The

XRD studies showed the samples to be single phase for low doping of vanadium. However,

for higher vanadium doping there were lines due to un-reacted elemental Pr, Nd and Si

that constituted ∼ 3% of XRD peak intensities. No extra lines due to elemental V were

obtained, and apart from the intended 122 phase, no other known binary or ternary minority

intermetallic phases involving these elements could be detected. Compared with the parent

compounds, vanadium substituted samples show a broadening of x-ray diffraction lines

with increasing vanadium content indicating substitution induced micro-strain in the lattice.

Scanning electron microscopic (SEM) images (Figure 3.2) show uniform textures of the

prepared samples consisting of interconnected micron-size flake-like substance with some

voids. Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis shows the relative atomic

percentages of vanadium substitution matching with the desired values within the error

limit. For the parent compounds, the lattice parameters agree quite well with the published

data [23].

Vanadium has a molar volume larger than that of cobalt. In substituted compounds,

with increase in V, the lattice parameter a shows small increase, but c increases markedly.

The change in the lattice parameters as a function of V concentration is a strong indication

of Co being replaced by V. Figure 3.3 shows lattice parameters and unit cell volumes of all

RE(Co1−xVx)2Si2 samples.
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Figure 3.1: Powder x-ray diffraction patterns of Pr(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (Bottom panel; x = 0,

0.15 and 0.25) and Nd(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (Top panel; x = 0, 0.15 and 0.25) at 300 K with

Rietveld fitting. ? and 4 denote un-reacted rare-earth and Si, respectively. Miller indices

corresponding to the diffraction peaks have been shown for Nd samples and one of the Pr

samples as a representative of the other series.
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Figure 3.2: FESEM images of Nd(Co1−xVx)2Si2; (a) top panel; x = 0.05, and, (b) bottom

panel; x = 0.35.
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Figure 3.3: Lattice parameters (a, b and c) and unit cell volumes in RE(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (RE

= Pr(�), Nd(H); 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.35) obtained from Rietveld refinement of XRD data. The bars

denote maximum limits of error in similar data in a panel.
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3.3 Experimental Results and discussions

3.3.1 Magnetization measurements

Magnetic measurements in the temperature range 4-300 K were made with both

Physical Properties Measurement System (PPMS) and Superconducting Quantum Interfer-

ence Device Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (SQUID-VSM) of Quantum Design. The

temperature dependence of molar magnetic susceptibility, χM, in Pr(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (0.1

≤ x ≤ 0.35) at 0.5 T in between 4-250 K is shown in Figure 3.4(a). For the parent

compound, i.e., PrCo2Si2 (x = 0) and Pr(Co1−0.05V0.05)2Si2, χM have small values and

are shown separately in inset of Figure 3.4(a). The three reported transitions in the parent

compound [56] have been obtained as different peaks in χM versus temperature at positions

T1 = 9 K, T2 = 17 K and TN = 32 K. Above 32 K, χM follows Curie-Weiss (CW) behavior.

For V substituted samples, with increase in V content, χM increases more and more rapidly

as temperature is decreased below 60 K. For x values of 0.05 and 0.10, an AFM transition

is observed as a broad peak in χM at around 26 K which is followed by a minimum at 11

K. For x≥ 0.15, χM does not show the peak. Instead, it reaches a broad plateau at ∼ 30 K,

and then it tends to increase further as temperature goes below ∼ 12 K. The latter behavior

is clearly observed in the sample with x≥ 0.30. In high temperature side, 50≤ T ≤ 300 K,

χM in samples with x≥ 0.15 follow ferrimagnetic behavior which is given by [99],

χM = χ0 +[(T −θ)/C+ξ/(T −θ1)]
−1 (3.1)

where, θ1 and ξ are proportional to ηiη jC(ηi - η j) and ηiη jC (ηi and η j are the

fractional occupancies of the two magnetic sublattice sites in ferrimagnetism, C being the
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Curie constant), respectively. The magnetic ordering temperature (θ1) corresponds to the

point where the hyperbola of equation 3.1 crosses the temperature axis. Figure 3.4(b)

shows the experimental data of temperature dependence of inverse molar susceptibility and

their simulation using equation 3.1 for all samples Pr(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (0.15≤ x≤ 0.35) and

PrCo2Si2. Table 3.1 shows the values of various parameters in equation 3.1 as obtained from

the simulation. For the parent compound (x = 0), C yields an effective magnetic moment,

pe f f , of 3.86 Bohr magneton per formula unit (µB/f.u.), which is close to the theoretical

pe f f of Pr3+. For the V substituted samples, pe f f is reduced, and the ferrimagnetic ordering

temperature (θ1) is in the range 40-45 K, which is much higher than TN of the parent

compound. The temperature parameter θ which can be identified with the paramagnetic

Curie temperature increases continuously with increase in V content of the samples.

Study of magnetic field (H) dependence of magnetization (M) shows that below∼ 30

K, M in Pr(Co1−xVx)2Si2 for x ≥ 0.15 have a tendency of saturation at H ≥ 2 T, and they

exhibit hysteresis loops. Figure 3.4(c) shows M versus H from 0 to 7 T for these samples

measured at 4 K. For the parent compound (x = 0), M versus H plot is linear and shows

step-like increase in magnetization near 2 and 5 T as reported [56]. For samples of x ≥

0.15, magnetization increases with increasing V content, and their M versus H data have

been compared with the following equation,

M(H) = χ1H +MS tan−1
χ2H (3.2)
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Figure 3.4: Plots of magnetic measurements in Pr(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.35); (a)

temperature dependence of molar susceptibility χM, inset shows plots for the samples

with x = 0 and 0.05 which have small values of χM, (b) temperature dependence of 1/χM

and the fitting with equation 3.1 as line plots, and, (c) magnetic field (H) dependence of

Magnetization (M) at 4 K and the fitting with equation 3.2 as line plots. In (b) and (c), the

symbols have the same correspondence with samples as in (a).
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Table 3.1: Paramagnetic Curie constant(θ ), effective number of Bohr magnetons (pe f f ),
constant (ξ ), magnetic ordering temperature (θ1), and saturation magnetization (MS)
obtained from the fitting of magnetization data, 1/χM vs. temperature and M vs. H at 4
K, with equation 3.1 and 3.2, respectively, in Pr(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (0 ≤ x≤ 0.35)

x θ pe f f ξ θ1 MS
(K) mol.K/emu (K) (µB/f.u.)

0 -66(2) 3.86(1) – – –
0.15 -90(2) 3.41(1) -600(5) 45(2) 0.080(2)
0.20 -60(2) 3.46(1) -600(5) 45(2) 0.139(2)
0.25 -50(2) 3.29(1) -600(5) 45(2) 0.152(2)
0.30 -22(2) 3.35(1) -600(5) 42(2) 0.220(2)
0.35 -20(2) 3.43(1) -600(5) 40(2) 0.245(2)

Figure 3.4(c) shows good fit of experimental data with equation 3.2. The first

term in the equation is linear in magnetic field and represents the linear contribution

to the magnetization. It remains significantly large in all samples with χ1 being in the

range 0.5-1.0 x 10−3 emu/mol. The second term represents magnetic field dependence of

magnetization in a ferromagnetic material giving saturation of magnetization at high field.

Table 3.1 lists the saturation magnetization, MS, in terms of Bohr magneton per formula

unit (µB/f.u.). MS increases with x, but remains much smaller than the free-ion magnetic

moment of Pr3+.

Vanadium substitution in NdCo2Si2 results in a similar effect as that in PrCo2Si2. The

temperature dependence of χM in NdCo2Si2 and Nd(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (0.15≤ x≤ 0.35) at 0.5

T in between 4-300 K is shown in Figure 3.5(a). NdCo2Si2 shows the three transitions at T1

= 13 K, T2 = 24 K and TN = 34 K, and above 34 K χM follows CW behavior. In V containing

samples, deviation from CW behavior is observed below 60 K. Below this temperature, χM

increases markedly with decrease in temperature and increase in vanadium concentration

x. Not shown in the figure are the data for samples with x = 0.05 and 0.10, for which

χM show a broad peak at about 28 K, followed by a broad minimum at about 12 K. In

higher V containing samples, as temperature decreases, χM goes on increasing, though not
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Table 3.2: Similar parameters as in Table 3.1 obtained from the fitting of magnetization
data, 1/χM vs. temperature and M vs. H at 4 K, with equations 3.1 and 3.2, respectively, in
Nd(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (0 ≤ x≤ 0.35)

x θ pe f f ξ θ1 MS
(K) mol.K/emu (K) (µB/f.u.)

0 -37(2) 4.00(1) – – –
0.15 -40(2) 3.88(1) -220(5) 41(2) 0.108(2)
0.20 -28(2) 3.89(1) -220(5) 41(2) 0.148(2)
0.25 -27(2) 3.85(1) -220(5) 40(2) 0.180(2)
0.30 -22(2) 3.87(1) -220(5) 40(2) 0.265(2)
0.35 -7(2) 3.61(1) -300(5) 38(2) 0.310(2)

monotonously. There are plateaus in magnetization near 28 K and again below about 8 K.

Figure 3.5(b) shows temperature dependence of 1/χM and its fit to equation 3.1 for all the

samples. The fitting parameters are given in Table 3.2. The high temperature magnetization

behavior is almost paramagnetic, and the pe f f values very nearly correspond to free Nd3+

ions. The ferrimagnetic ordering temperature (θ1) is in the range 38-41 K, higher than TN of

the parent compound. θ increases markedly with increase in V content and tends to become

positive.

Figure3.5(c) shows the plots of M versus H at 4 K and 0-7 T for all the

Nd(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (x = 0, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30 and 0.35) samples and their fitting with

equation 3.2. For V containing samples, the plots clearly show the effect of saturation

of magnetization at a field of about 2 T, though the slope of the plots beyond 2 T remains

almost same as that of the M versus H plot of the parent compound. Although these samples

behave as ferromagnets, there remain a linear component which does not saturates with

magnetic field and also, which is as strong as that would arise from 4 f moments in the

parent compound. This observation and also the fact that MS is much smaller than pe f f ,

clearly indicate that 4 f moments may not be responsible for the observed ferromagnetic-

like behavior in V substituted samples.
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Figure 3.5: Plots of magnetic measurements in Nd(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.35); (a)

temperature dependence of molar susceptibility χM, inset shows data for the parent

compound, (b) temperature dependence of 1/χM and the fitting with equation 3.1 as line

plots, and, (c) magnetic field (H) dependence of Magnetization (M) at 4 K and the fitting

with equation 3.2 as line plots. In (b) and (c), the symbols have the same correspondence

with samples as in (a). The vertical dashed line in (a) indicates the temperature of

ferromagnetic ordering (see text).
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Figure 3.6: Hysteresis loops at 2 K in zero-field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC)

conditions in Pr(Co0.85V0.15)2Si2 (bottom panel) and Nd(Co0.85V0.15)2Si2 (top panel). Data

are shown for magnetic fields (H) −2 ≤ H ≤ 2 T whereas experiments were performed at

−7≤ H ≤ 7 T.

The magnetic hysteresis of V doped samples were studied first by cooling down the

samples from room temperature to a temperature set in the range 2 ≤ T ≤ 30 K at zero

external magnetic field. In this so-called zero-field cooled (ZFC) condition, the hysteresis

loop in between−7≤H ≤ 7 T was symmetric about the zero on the field axis, and coercive

field (HC) was obtained. With the sample in 7 T magnetic field, it was warmed to 300 K

and then cooled down to the same temperature. In this field-cooled (FC) condition, the
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hysteresis loop was asymmetric and both the ascending and descending curves of M−H

loop were shifted from their ZFC positions in the negative magnetic field direction. The

average of the shifts measured on both sides of the H-axis is defined as the exchange bias

field (HEB). Figures 3.6(a) and 3.6(b) show parts of hysteresis loops at -2 ≤H ≤ 2 T at 2 K

in ZFC-FC conditions in PrCo1.7V0.3Si2 and NdCo1.7V0.3Si2, respectively. Figures 3.7(a)

and 3.7(b) shows the temperature dependence in between 2-30 K of HC and HEB for all the

Pr(Co1−xVx)2Si2 and Nd(Co1−xVx)2Si2 samples with x ≥ 0.15. An appreciable coercivity

is obtained in all the samples. Though there are variations in HC from sample to sample,

it does not vary systematically with the vanadium content. Above ∼ 30 K, HC values are

very small. In between 2 to 8 K for Pr(Co1−xVx)2Si2 and 2 to 12 K for Nd(Co1−xVx)2Si2,

HC decreases fast with temperature, whereas, above these temperatures HC is small and

decrease slowly. Inset 1 of Figures 3.7(a) and 3.7(b) shows that HEB values are small in

between 30-10 K, but increases sharply below this temperature and reaches ∼ 16 % of

HC at 2 K. For samples PrCo1.3V0.7Si2 and NdCo1.3V0.7Si2 data have been taken at close

interval in the range of temperature 2-30 K, and the logarithm of HC when plotted against

temperature shows two well-defined linear segments below and above ∼ 10 K as shown in

inset (2) of Figures 3.7(a) and 3.7(b). These observations and the resistivity measurements

described in the next section indicate that the ferromagnetic phase below∼ 10 K is different

from the ferromagnetic phase above this temperature.
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Figure 3.7: (a) Temperature dependence of coercive field (HC)in (a) Pr(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (x =

0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30 and 0.35, and (b) Nd(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (x = 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30 and

0.35). Inset 1; temperature dependence of exchange bias field (HEB) for the same samples.

Inset 2; for Pr,Nd(Co0.65V0.35)2Si2 the plot of lnHC vs. temperature having two linear

segments. The lines are guide to the eye.

3.3.2 Transport property measurements

Temperature (T ) dependence of resistivity (ρ) measured as ρT/ρ300, were obtained

at zero magnetic field and in the magnetic field of 9 T. Figure 3.8 shows the data for

the parent compounds PrCo2Si2 (Figure 3.8(a)) and NdCo2Si2 (Figure 3.8(c)), and V
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substituted samples Pr(Co0.75V0.25)2Si2 (Figure 3.8(b)) and Nd(Co0.65V0.35)2Si2 (Figure

3.8(d)), which are representative of other V substituted Pr and Nd samples, respectively.

The various transitions are clearly indicated specially in zero-field resistivity behavior, as

marked by arrows in Figure 3.8. In both the parent compounds, the AFM transition at TN ∼

30 K is reflected as a rapid change in the slope of ρT/ρ300 near that temperature both in

zero field and in 9 T magnetic field. An overall positive magnetoresistance is observed

below TN . In V doped samples, a similar change in the slope of ρT/ρ300 appear near 50 K

for Pr samples and 45 K for Nd samples. These positions are just above the temperatures

of ferrimagnetic transitions described in Section 3.3.1. In contrast to the parent samples,

a negative magnetoresistance is obtained below these temperatures and down to ∼ 10 K.

Interestingly, below ∼ 9 K, there is a sharp drop in zero field resistivity in all V doped

samples, indicating occurrence of another magnetic transition. On application of a magnetic

field of 9 T, the drop in resistivity occurs at a lower temperature. Consequently, a positive

magnetoresistance is obtained in all V doped samples in between 2-9 K.

3.3.3 Specific heat measurements

The specific heat, CP(T ), at zero external magnetic field were measured for the parent

compounds and some of the vanadium substituted compounds, e.g., Pr(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (x =

0, 0.20 and 0.35), and Nd(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (x = 0, 0.20 and 0.35), and also for isostructural

LaCo2Si2 from 3-300 K. Figure 3.9 shows the data for the temperature range 2 ≤ T ≤ 80

K. In parent compounds, the TN and T2 transitions are clearly indicated by λ -like peaks

at the respective temperatures. At the lowest temperature T1 transition (commensurate-

incommensurate), there is a barely detectable hump which is not shown in these figures.

All the V doped samples show two prominent peaks. The higher temperature peaks

are at 52 K for PrCo1.6V0.4Si2 and PrCo1.3V0.7Si2, and at 46 K for NdCo1.6V0.4Si2 and

NdCo1.3V0.7Si2. These temperature positions are a little higher compared to those of the
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ferrimagnetic transitions obtained in magnetic measurements.
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Figure 3.8: Plots of resistivity ρT/ρ300 versus temperature in conditions of zero external

magnetic field and in the magnetic field of 9 T for (a) PrCo2Si2, (b) Pr(Co0.75V0.25)2Si2, (c)

NdCo2Si2, and, (d) Nd(Co0.65V0.35)2Si2. The arrows show positions of phase transitions as

reflected in zero field resistivity data, which, in (b) and (d) are joined by broken lines as a

guide to the eye.

The lower temperature peaks, at 23 K for V doped Pr compounds and at 27 K for

V doped Nd compounds, are at a slightly lower position compared to that of the onset

of ferromagnetism indicated in magnetic studies. From experimental data of CP(T ), the

magnetic specific heat Cm(T ) was separated out by subtracting the lattice contributions,

which was obtained from the data of nonmagnetic LaCo2Si2. Hence, the magnetic

entropies, Sm, have been calculated by integrating (Cm/T )dT , and are also shown in Figure

3.9. It has been observed that Sm levels off at ∼ 120 K in Pr compounds, and at ∼ 100 K
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in Nd compounds giving an idea of their overall crystal field splitting energies. The Debye

temperatures as obtained from the fitting of the data using equation 1.14 are 427 K, 440 K

and 510 K respectively for the samples Nd(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (x = 0, 0.20 and 0.35).
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Figure 3.9: Heat capacity (CP, left y-axis) as discrete data points, and calculated magnetic

entropy (Sm, right y-axis) as continuous lines in (a) PrCo2Si2, (b) Pr(Co0.8V0.2)2Si2, (c)

Pr(Co0.65V0.35)2Si2, (d) NdCo2Si2, (e) Nd(Co0.8V0.2)2Si2, and, (f) Nd(Co0.65V0.35)2Si2.

Left and right y-axes have the same units.

Table 3.3 compares the values of experimental Sm at 120 K. As for the parent

compounds, PrCo2Si2 attains only 46% of the theoretical Sm expected for Pr3+ ions,

whereas, for NdCo2Si2, Sm is 94% of the theoretically expected value for Nd3+ ions. Such a

large difference in experimental Sm could be found also in PrCo2Ge2 and NdCo2Ge2 [100].

Specific heat measurements indicate a rather complicated effect of crystal electric field

on magnetic moments in these compounds. Even then in Pr(Co1−xVx)2Si2, Sm increases

consistently with V doping which is possibly an indication of an overall increase in the
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Table 3.3: Magnetic entropy Sm at 120 K in Pr(Co1−xVx)2Si2 and Nd(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (x = 0,
0.20 and 0.35)

Sample Sm Sample Sm
J/mol. K J/mol. K

PrCo2Si2 8.5±0.5 NdCo2Si2 18.0±0.5
PrCo1.6V0.4Si2 9.6±0.5 NdCo1.6V0.4Si2 18.2±0.5
PrCo1.3V0.7Si2 11.8±0.5 NdCo1.3V0.7Si2 17.5±0.5

number of magnetic ions that are involved in the magnetic ordering. In Nd compounds

in which crystal field seems to have a comparatively small effect, Sm at the ordering

temperature of 27 K reach values close to Rln3 indicating that the ordering moment comes

from a pseudo-triplet ground state.

3.3.4 Magnetocaloric effect study of vanadium substituted intermetal-

lic NdCo2Si2 compounds

To understand the nature of the magnetic ground state study of magnetocaloric

effects is one of the most sensitive tool. In this chapter, as a representative example,

the magnetocaloric properties of vanadium doped intermetallic NdCo2Si2 compounds were

discussed to probe the modification of the ground state due to the vanadium substitution.

The results are correlated with the magnetic properties as discussed before. The dc

magnetization study have been performed in the presence of H = 5 kOe external magnetic

field. Magnetization as a function of temperature for the all compounds are already

discussed in the magnetization measurement subsection of this chapter. For the parent

compound NdCo2Si2, three distinct transitions are clearly visible. Such temperature

induced transition in this compound also exactly matches with the earlier reported results

[52]. On the other hand in case of the vanadium doped samples the magnetization values

abruptly increases in the low temperature region.
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To calculate the magnetocaloric entropy changes at different constant external

magnetic field, we have collected the magnetic isotherms data at different temperatures. To

measure the magnetization as a function of external magnetic field, the sample was cooled

down from the room temperature (T = 300 K) in the absence of any external magnetic field

(ZFC) to the specified temperature and the data were recorded. This same procedure was

followed for all the measurements to remove the previous history of the measurements if

present. The magnetic isotherms for all the compounds at some specified temperature is

shown in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: Magnetization as a function of external magnetic field for (a) NdCo2Si2, (b)

Nd(Co0.80V0.20)2Si2 and (c) Nd(Co0.65V0.35)2Si2 compounds at different temperatures.

As discussed earlier, the magnetization values due to the vanadium doping substan-

tially increases especially at the low temperature region. Additionally it should also be
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mentioned that ferromagnetic like signature appears in vanadium doped sample in contrast

to the parent NdCo2Si2 compound (below 30 K). Such variation of the magnetization (at

low temperature) in doped sample further implies that the modification of the ground state

of the compound. Regarding the M(H) isotherms (Figures 3.10(a), (b) and (c)) it should

be mentioned that for parent compound the magnetization increases with the temperature

which is usually observed in case of a conventional antiferromagnetic compound, whereas

in case of the doped compound (x = 0.20), the magnetization increases up to 30 K then

decreases with temperature. For further doping x = 0.35, ferromagnetic like magnetic

isotherms have been observed.

To elucidate the reflection of the doping in magnetocaloric properties, we have

calculated the magnetic entropy changes for all the compounds by using Maxwell’s ther-

modynamic relation According to the Maxwell’s thermodynamic relation magnetocaloric

entropy change (∆SM) is given by

∆SM =
∫ H

0
(∂M/∂T )dH (3.3)

The isothermal entropy changes as a function of temperature for the all compounds is

shown in Figure 3.11. Regarding this issue it is worth mentioning that the nature of

the magnetocaloric responses as a function of temperature as well as the numerical value

changes with the doping concentration of vanadium. In case of the parent layered structure

compound NdCo2Si2, the antiferromagnetic interaction is predominant resulting in the

inverse magnetocaloric effect as expected. Whereas in case of the vanadium substituted

materials the antiferromagnetic interaction become weaker especially for x = 0.20. The

suppression of the strength of the antiferromagnetic ordering with the vanadium doping

already reported in Section 3.3.1. Particularly for the doping x = 0.20 compound the

magnetic randomness is expected to increase due to the ferrimagnetic type magnetic state

below ∼ 40 K, resulting in large inverse magnetocaloric entropy changes in the presence
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Figure 3.11: Isothermal entropy changes as a function of temperature at different external
magnetic field for Nd(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (x = 0, 0.20, 0.35) compound. Inset of (b) is the M(H)
isotherms of the Nd(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (x = 0.20) compound at 25 K and 30 K temperature,
indicates the increasing magnetization with increasing temperature resulting large inverse
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of 70 kOe external magnetic field compared to its parent compound. Further substitution

of vanadium (x = 0.35) results in ferromagnetic like phase predominant at low temperature

resulting in the conventional large magnetocaloric effect.
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of magnetocaloric entropy changes as a function of temperature
in (a) H = 10 kOe and (b) H = 70 kOe external magnetic field for Nd(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (x = 0,
0.2, 0.35) compound.

The comparison of the enhancement of the magnetocaloric effect due to the vanadium

substitution is shown in Figure 3.12. The enhancement of the magnetic entropy changes was

observed not only at high magnetic field (70 kOe) but also at lower field values (10 kOe). In
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contrast to the parent compound, for lower doping level, x = 0.20 the inverse magnetocaloric

effect increases due to the increase of the magnetic randomness below 40 K. On the other

hand for the doping concentration, x = 0.35, the magnetic ground state becomes almost

ferromagnetic (below 30 K) indicated in M(H) isotherms (Shown in Figure 3.10) resulting

in the large magnetic entropy changes in the presence of external magnetic field.

3.4 Conclusions

The XRD results have shown that partial substitution of Co by V in PrCo2Si2 and

NdCo2Si2 results in lattice expansion which is more pronounced along c axis than in

ab plane. These compounds have a layered structure with one type of atom in each

layer, and in V substituted compounds, the atoms are stacked in a sequence Pr(Nd)-Si-

Co/V-Si-Pr(Nd). Presumably, there should be a dominant antiferromagnetic interaction

involving only Pr(Nd) moments along c axis, as in parent compounds. However, the

magnetic, specific heat and resistivity measurements indicate a magnetic transition, which,

in spite of the lattice expansion, takes place at a temperature of 40-45 K, much higher

than the Neel temperature (∼ 30 K) of the parent compounds. This clearly indicates

a possibility of occurrence of magnetism in the intervening Co/V layers facilitating the

interaction between successive Pr(Nd) layers. Indeed, the analysis of the data indicates

ferrimagnetism, and hence, the presence of more than one type of magnetic ions. The

increased value of exponent in the temperature dependence of resistivity just below the

ferrimagnetic transitions and the increased values of Smag also indicate the participation of

more magnetic ions in the magnetic ordering of V doped samples compared to that in parent

compounds.

In parent compounds, the rare-earth ions are already in 3+ state. As discussed earlier,

the magnetization of substituted samples at low temperatures has a strong paramagnetic
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component (χ1 in equation 3.2) and a rather small value of saturation magnetization. These

are strong indications that rare-earth 4 f moments contribute only to paramagnetism even

at low temperatures, and that the ferrimagnetic behavior at high temperatures and weak

ferromagnetism at low temperatures arise from partial localization of 3d electrons. There

is no localized moment on Co atoms in parent compounds. Either the Co-3d levels are

completely filled up by p-electrons from Si atoms, or there is 3d band which is close to

the Fermi level and therefore completely filled [51]. Substitution of cobalt by vanadium

which has fewer 3d electrons than cobalt, should affect the 3d electron character in these

compounds. Moreover, a negative chemical pressure resulting from lattice expansion may

also lead to the localization of the 3d electrons. However, even though there is electron

localization, vanadium substitution actually lowers the value of pe f f (Tables 3.1 and 3.2),

which might be a result of lattice distortion and an increased effect of crystalline electric

field.

The change of sign of magnetoresistance from being positive in parent compounds

to being negative upon vanadium substitution is a definite indication of a change in the

magnetic interactions, which, in this case, is the dominance of ferromagnetic interactions

over antiferromagnetic interactions in V substituted compounds. The peak in specific heat

at ∼ 30 K coincides with the onset of saturation of magnetization at a comparatively

small magnetic field of ∼ 2 T and appearance of a coercive field which has a temperature

dependence that of a ferromagnetic material (Figures 3.7(a) and 3.7(b), inset (2)). There

also appears a small exchange bias field at these temperatures. These are indications that

V doped samples undergo a ferromagnetic ordering coexisting with antiferromagnetism,

which might be assumed to be a consequence of the existence of both AFM and FM

interactions [52, 57].

Only a fraction of Co atoms depending upon vanadium content may have localized

moments. Alternatively, if we assume that the ferromagnetic behavior is due to the
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magnetism of only vanadium, then at 4 K the saturation magnetic moments (Tables 3.1

and 3.2) are 0.31µB±0.05 per V atom in Pr samples and 0.40µB±0.04 per V atom in Nd

samples. These values are comparable to the magnetic moments appearing on vanadium

when it is present in dilute quantities in alloys and thin films [101, 102, 103]. At low

temperatures, the localized 3d moments on Co and/or V might order ferromagnetically in

ab plane, similar to the ordering of Mn ions in isostructural PrMn2Ge2 and NdMn2Ge2

[27].

The zero field transition at ∼ 8 K in V doped compounds is quite different from

the commensurate-incommensurate transition at similar temperatures in parent compounds.

In case of latter, there is only a small change in the slope of resistivity at the transition

temperature, e.g., at 9 K in the zero-field data of PrCo2Si2 (Figure 3.8(a)) and at 14 K in

NdCo2Si2 (Figure 3.8(c)); whereas, in V doped samples, following the transition at ∼ 8 K,

the resistivity drops by ∼ 10% within a few kelvin. The transitions in V doped samples are

different also from the field induced magnetic transitions in parent compounds [56], e.g.,

in PrCo2Si2, in which at temperatures below 10 K, two such transitions at 1.3 and 3.6 T

are indicated by steps in M versus H curve (Figure 3.4(c)). The transitions in the parent

compounds did not drastically affect their resistivity and magnetoresistance which has a

maximum value of only ∼ 2% (Figure 3.8(a)and Figure 3.8(c)). The magnetic transitions

below 8 K in V doped samples probably results from a reorientation of either rare earth or

3d magnetic moments, affecting interactions at the FM-AFM interface in such a way that

there is a sharp rise in exchange bias and rapid decrease in resistivity.

The transition at ∼ 8 K leads also to a positive magnetoresistance below this

temperature. The magnetoresistance has a maximum value of ∼ 8% at 4 K and 9 T.

Isostructural ferromagnetic compound LaMn2Ge2 has shown a positive magnetoresistance

[104]. In this compound, the magnetic Mn ions have a conical arrangement along c axis, and

therefore, coexisting with ferromagnetism there is an antiferromagnetic magnetic moment
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component in ab plane. Isostructural SmMn2Ge2, a re-entrant ferromagnet, also shows

a magnetoresistance of 4− 8% [105]. It would be interesting to know how V doping

alters the magnetic structure of RECo2Si2 compounds. However, in addition to positive

magnetoresistance, the V substituted compounds have also yielded a significant exchange

bias field which might be due to the existence of 3d and 4 f magnetic moments in different

atomic layers. The present study therefore strengthens the notion of natural multilayers

attributed to these compounds [104, 105].

Some of the experimentally obtained parameters appear not to change systematically

with the vanadium content. As said before, pe f f and Smag could be directly affected by the

modification of crystal electric field (CEF) induced by V doping and lattice expansion,

whereas, HC and HEB could be influenced by other factors, e.g., magneto-crystalline

anisotropy. The determination of CEF parameters is complex and outside the scope of this

paper. An indirect idea of CEF modification could be made from the study of 59Co nuclear

magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrum which combines the effects of nuclear Zeeman and

quadrupole interactions [106], the latter being due to the crystal electric field gradient

(EFG) at the nucleus. Such study was not possible in either of Pr and Nd compounds

due to excessive magnetic broadening of the NMR spectra. However, in isostructural

Ce(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (x = 0, 0.15 and 0.25), 59Co NMR spectra have been obtained and they

show evidence of significant modification of EFG and its asymmetry (η) with increase in x

as discussed in details in Chapter 5.

For the first time, vanadium, an element not known to form ThCr2Si2 type pure

compounds, have been used for partial substitution of cobalt in antiferromagnetic com-

pounds PrCo2Si2 and NdCo2Si2 causing lattice expansion and significant modification of

magnetic properties. With lowering of temperature, vanadium doped compounds become

ferrimagnetic at ∼ 40 K, and then ferromagnetic below ∼ 30 K. The observations of a

significant exchange-bias field and magnetoresistance indicate the coexistence of FM and
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AFM interactions probably occurring in different atomic layers consisting exclusively of

rare-earth or 3d atoms. Further studies using microscopic techniques, such as, inelastic

neutron scattering and nuclear magnetic resonance would be helpful to identify the local

moments and magnetic structures of the substituted compounds. On the other hand, there

are many other rare-earth ternary silicides of ThCr2Si2 or related [107, 108] structure

types TbFeSi2 and CeFeSi, and it would be interesting to perform similar studies on

those compounds. The magnetocaloric properties of vanadium doped Nd(Co1−xVx)2Si2

(x = 0.2, 0.35) compound have been investigated. Our study clearly indicates that the

magnetic ground state and magnetocaloric responses of the parent compound is drastically

modified upon substitution of Co by non magnetic vanadium. Though the values of the

magnetocaloric entropy changes are small compared to the other intermetallic materials

however the present study indicates a route for enhancement of magnetocaloric effect in

such class of compounds.
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CHAPTER 4

Transport property study of NdT2Si2 (T

= Co, Co0.65V0.35, Ru) intermetallic

compounds

4.1 Introduction

Intermetallic compounds of rare earth (RE), transition metal (T) provides an inter-

esting area of research due to its diverse nature of electronic and magnetic properties.

The discovery of giant magnetoresistance (GMR) in Fe/Cr multilayers [109] have led

to the development in the research of magnetic multilayers and magnetoresistance has

become one of the frequently studied properties because of its implications as one of

the key ingredients in electrically controlled magnetic memory and sensor devices as

well as high density read head technology. Generally, in systems exhibiting GMR, the

magnetic layers are separated by non-magnetic layers and the indirect exchange interaction

between the magnetic layers leads to an antiferromagnetic coupling between the magnetic
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layers. This serves as the origin of the large MR in these systems. The ternary rare

earth silicides/ germanides possess naturally occurring layered magnetic structure which

are qualitatively similar to GMR systems. While the artificial compounds are fascinating

from the perspective of applications, the naturally occurring layered compounds serve as

an alternative route for solving fundamental issues regarding electronic transport in two

dimensional magnetic materials [110]. The magnetoresistance in such compounds have

been the focus of extensive research through several decades [111, 112, 113, 114, 115].

In the first section of this chapter we describe the magneto-transport behavior of

NdCo2Si2, which forms in ThCr2Si2 crystal structure that shows layering along the c-axis

in the following sequence ... Nd —Si —Co —Si —Nd.. This intermetallic compound

is antiferromagnetic below ∼ 32 K due to the ordering of localized magnetic moments

occurring only in the rare earth ions as described earlier in Chapter 3. NdCo2Si2 exhibits

a complex magnetic structure in which the propagation vectors (0,0,1), (0,0,0.07) and

(0,0,0.21) appear in the sequence of T ≤ 15 K (T1), 15 K ≤ T ≤ 24 K (T2) and 24 K ≤ T

≤ 32 K (TN), respectively [52]. A brief account of the transport property of this compound

along with its vanadium substituted compounds has been provided in Chapter 3.

It has been described in Section 3.3.1 that V substitution in RECo2Si2 have resulted

in the appearance of ferromagnetism from the original antiferromagnetic state of the parent

compound. This is the first instance of antiferromagnetic RECo2Si2 compounds becoming

ferromagnetic upon incorporation of a non-magnetic transition element. For the doped

compounds, it has been observed that the magneto-resistance (MR) is negative up to ∼ 10

K representative of a ferromagnetic state while below ∼ 10 K, the compound exhibits an

anomalous positive MR.

In order to understand the magnetoresistance behavior of these compounds, we

continued with the study of another isostructural rare earth silicide NdRu2Si2. Even though

there has been studies on the NdRu2Si2 detecting multiple magnetic transitions [65, 66],
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there has been no conclusive study on the comparison between MR and MCE studies

of the compound. Detailed information about the magnetic state of a compound can

be obtained from a comparison of MR and MCE properties. In the last section of this

chapter, we study these phenomena extensively hoping to shed new lights on the properties

of NdRu2Si2. Recently, a lot of focus has been directed towards the understanding of

the complex magnetic states existing in these type of systems. In addition, there has

also been several reports on large magneto-resistance in these compounds, e.g., FeRh,

GdSiGe, MnAs, SmMn2Ge2 [113]etc. The mechanism varies depending on the specifics

in different systems. The value of the MR in these materials are considerably large and

thus can be considered to be a candidate material for large MR besides the well-known

compounds like perovskite manganites showing CMR or the artificial multilayers showing

GMR. The naturally layered structure of these compounds makes them suitable material for

investigation and tuning of spin-dependent MR similar to GMR.

In the last section of this chapter we report on the magneto-resistance and magnetic

properties of the compound NdRu2Si2. We have observed for the first time, the existence

of an anomalous property in this compound which is evidenced to arise from the complex

magnetic states in the system. In addition, the magnetocaloric property of the system is also

investigated to provide more insights into the complex nature of magnetic interactions.

4.2 Experimental details

Polycrystalline samples of NdCo2Si2, Nd(Co0.65V0.35)2Si2 and NdRu2Si2 were

prepared by arc melting high-purity elements in purified argon atmosphere. For better

homogeneity, the ingots were turned over and re-melted six times resulting in the end a

weight loss of less than 1 %. The samples were subsequently annealed at 900◦ C for 7

days. The NdRu2Si2 sample was quenched in liquid nitrogen. The single phase nature of the
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sample was checked by x-ray diffraction in a Rigaku TTRAX diffractometer using Cu-Kα

radiation. The magnetization measurements were carried out in SQUID VSM (Quantum

Design). The specific heat measurement in zero field was done in Quantum design PPMS.

The electrical resistance measurements were carried out following the conventional four

probe method in the presence and absence of magnetic field. Magneto-transport properties

were studied using conventional four probe longitudinal geometry.

4.3 Large positive magnetoresistance in NdCo2Si2

In order to get a better insight into the transport property of this layered compound,

temperature dependence of electrical resistivity (ρ) and magnetoresistance (MR) measure-

ments were carried out as described in the current section.
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Figure 4.1: Plots for the compound NdCo2Si2; temperature dependence of resistivity in zero

field. Inset shows the zero field resistivity versus temperature plot in heating and cooling

cycle.

Magneto-transport properties were studied using conventional four probe longitudi-
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nal geometry. For MR measurements, the sample was first cooled from room temperature

down to a temperature set in the range 3-150 K under zero external field (ZFC) condition

and then the data as a function of temperature were collected during the warming cycle, both

in absence of magnetic field as well as in magnetic fields of 1, 3, 5, and 8 T. The values

of MR were calculated using the conventional definition [MR (%) = ∆ρ/ρ0 (%)=((R(H) -

R(0))/R(0)) × 100] in longitudinal configuration. The ρ vs. T data, as shown in Figure 4.1

and 4.2(a), are normalized to its value at 75 K. At high temperatures, T > 60 K, the zero

field resistivity (Figure 4.1) exhibits simple metallic behavior. The changes in the slope

of ρ vs. T data at ∼ 14, 24 and 32 K reflect the respective magnetic transitions that are

indicated in χM vs. T data shown in Chapter 3. The high temperature resistivity data were

fitted using the equation [116],

ρ(T ) = B+CT −DT 3 (4.1)

Figure 4.2(c) shows the fit of Equation 4.1 in the high temperature regime with the

experimental data. A good fit of the resistivity data suggests that the resistivity at high

temperatures is determined by the s− d scattering [116]. The estimated values of B, C

and D are 2.5× 106Ωcm, 7.27× 10−7Ωcm/ K and 1.09× 10−12Ωcm/K3, respectively.

Furthermore, the zero field resistivity shows thermal hysteresis as shown in the inset of

Figure 4.1, indicating first order nature of the transition at T ∼ 14 K [117]. The application

of a magnetic field modifies the resistivity behavior, as can be seen in Figure 4.2(a), and

also results in the suppression of the transitions at T1 ∼ 14 K and T2 ∼ 24 K which were

observed clearly in the zero field resistivity data. The only magnetic transition which can be

observed at 8 T is that at T ∼ 32 K. Though the zero-field and in-field (8 T) resistivity values

around 32 K are quite close, the deviation between the two resistivity values increases with

decrease of temperature, yielding a positive MR that reaches a value of ∼ 123% at ∼ 5 K.
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Figure 4.2: (a) Temperature dependence of electrical resistivity at different fields in

NdCo2Si2; (b) Temperature dependence of magnetoresistance (MR) at different fields. The

inset (c) shows fit to the high temperature resistivity data.

Figure 4.2(b) shows the variation of MR as a function of temperature (T ) for various

applied magnetic fields. With the reduction of T , MR starts to increase and shows

prominent step-like jumps at T ∼ 32, 24 and 14 K. A further jump has also been observed

at T ∼ 10 K. The increase of MR due to the application of magnetic field within the

temperature range of T ∼ 24-32 K arises due to the onset of antiferromagnetic ordering.

An antiferromagnetic compound can be considered to be composed of two sublattices with

opposite magnetization directions. The application of a magnetic field decreases the spin

fluctuation of the sublattice whose magnetization is aligned along the field while increases
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the fluctuation for the antiparallel one. The competition between these two opposing

effects results in a positive MR as has been observed here. The increase of MR with the

increase of applied magnetic field is due to the increased spin fluctuation for the sublattice

magnetization opposite to the applied magnetic field.

The incommensurate magnetic structure of this compound below T ∼ 24 K demands

a more closer inspection of MR behavior in this range. However, the effect of spin

fluctuation alone does not explain the resistivity features below T ∼ 24 K. Previous reports

on isostructural compound shows similar changes as has been observed in our case [118],

although the change in slope in our work is comparatively less prominent. The resistivity

data exhibits a change in slope about 24 K and indicates a change in the magnetic structure

of the compound below 24 K into an incommensurate structure and furthermore there is

possibility of opening up of superzone energy gaps on or near the Fermi surface. The

zero field resistivity as shown in Figure 4.1 around 24 K might be related to the onset of

the gap effect. Even though the reduction is not drastic, however, we cannot rule out the

possibility of the existence of superzone energy gap in our sample. In accordance with the

previous reports on isostructural compounds [118], thus the magneto-transport behavior in

the temperature range of below 24 K is expected to arise due to a complex interplay of the

incommensurate magnetic structure and superzone energy gap effect. With the application

of magnetic field, the energy gap may vanish or move away from the Fermi surface resulting

in an increase of the charge carriers and thus causing decrease of resistivity. However,

there is an incommensurate-to-commensurate transition below ∼ 14 K, and the decrease in

resistivity below this temperature is most probably due to the disappearance of superzone

energy gap.

The isotherms (5, 10, 20, 30, and 50 K) of MR as a function of magnetic field are

shown in Figure 4.3. The arrows in Figure 4.3 mark the magnetic fields at which there were

steps in magnetization vs. magnetic field data obtained at 4.2 K by Ivanov et al. [119]. The
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sharp jumps in magnetization were attributed to the transition between different magnetic

phases. A butterfly-shaped MR loop has been noted while cycling the field in the field

dependence of magnetoresistance at 5 and 10 K. This hysteresis loop
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Figure 4.3: Field dependence of MR at different temperatures in NdCo2Si2. Open square

symbols represent the warming cycle, whereas the open round symbols represent the

cooling cycle data. The line is a guide to the eye.

vanishes at higher temperatures. At about ∼ 30 K, ∆ρ/ρ0 is positive and small

compared to the low temperature values (∼ 12%). For small magnetic field it follows

H2 dependence; which results from a competition between the two sublattices of an

antiferromagnet under the application of magnetic field, as has been described earlier.

The positive H2 dependence is expected for a simple antiferromagnet in absence of gap

effect [120, 121]. This signature indicates that at ∼ 30 K, the major contribution to

magnetoresistance is due to the spin-dependent scattering, whereas the change in carrier

number with application of magnetic field is negligible. We observed a high value of

MR of about 108 % at the highest field at 10 K. Further reduction of temperature down

to ∼ 5 K results in a gigantic increase of magnetoresistance to ∼ 123%. Usually large

positive MR behavior is understood in terms of Lorentz contribution to resistivity. In pure
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metals and single crystals, a large positive MR (a few hundred per cent) is observed if

the condition ωCτ >> 1 (where ωC and τ are the cyclotron frequency and conduction

electron relaxation time, respectively) is satisfied [122]. The above condition holds good

for many pure elemental metals at low temperatures (where τ is large which implies that

the resistivity is very small, of the order of 10−3µΩ cm) and in high magnetic fields. In

case of polycrystalline Cu a large positive MR has been reported at low temperature of ∼

4 K (∼ 100% in a field of 5 T)[122]. However, it is to be noted that in the above case the

observed resistivity is quite small ∼ 20 nanoΩ cm at 4 K. NdCo2Si2 presents a relatively

high resistivity (∼ µΩ cm at 5 K), and the large MR appears to be too high to be explained

only in terms of Lorentz force effect.

A large positive MR has also been reported in in the ferromagnetic state of

isostructural multilayer compounds SmMn2Ge2 and LaMn2Ge2 [113, 114]. The scattering

of the conduction electrons by the nonmagnetic layers and the presence of field induced

pseudo-gaps in some portions of the Fermi surface were assumed to be the reasons

behind the positive MR. A similar prediction can also be made for the present compound

though it is antiferromagnetic. When the magnetic periodicity does not match with the

lattice periodicity in antiferromagnets, an extra set of energy gaps appear at the magnetic

superzone boundaries [123]. This results in new energy gaps in the conduction band other

than the k-independent splitting observed for ferromagnetic case. Magnetic superzone gap

can increase with lowering of temperature as can be seen in comparing between our 5 K and

10 K data (Figure 4.3). Alternatively, the application of field presumably induces more spin

fluctuations below ∼ 10 K in contrast to the usual influence of magnetic field to suppress

spin fluctuations in an otherwise more stable arrangement; as a result of which resistivity

increases in the presence of magnetic field.
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4.4 Effect of V substitution in the transport property of

NdCo2Si2

Significant modifications in the magnetic properties of RET2X2 compounds have

been obtained by the use of externally applied pressure or substitution at either RE or T

sites [71, 73, 74, 98]. In this thesis for the first time we have dealt with substitution of

Co by another transition metal V which is not known to form the ThCr2Si2 structure. As

already discussed in the Chapter 3 of this thesis we have observed profound modifications

in the magnetic properties as a result of V doping. The substitutions have resulted in the

appearance of ferromagnetism at temperatures ∼ 30 K. Thus substitution of vanadium in

the cobalt site resulted in changes in the magnetic state of the antiferromagnetic parent

compound. Our motivation in this section is to study whether this change is reflected in the

magnetoresistance of the doped compound Nd(Co0.65V0.35)2Si2.

Temperature dependence of electrical resistivity normalized to the value at 75 K in

the absence of a field is shown in Figure 4.4. In contrary to the parent compound, no

thermal hysteresis is observed in the doped compound as can be observed from the inset of

Figure 4.4. Slope change in the resistivity data is observed at ∼ 48 and ∼ 28 K reflecting

the transitions seen in the M−T data. There is a further change in slope below∼ 9 K. In

the paramagnetic region, the resistivity varies almost linearly with temperature, indicating

that the electron-phonon interaction is dominant. Temperature dependence of resistivity has

been studied in the presence of different magnetic fields of 1, 3, 5 and 8 T. The transitions

get suppressed in the presence of field as can be observed from Figure 4.5(a). Resistivity

behavior for temperatures below 9 K in the presence of field is rather interesting.
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Figure 4.4: Plots for the compound Nd(Co0.65V0.35)2Si2; temperature dependence of

resistivity in zero field. Inset shows the zero field resistivity versus temperature plot in

heating and cooling cycle.

The temperature dependence of magnetoresistance defined as [MR (%) = ∆ρ/ρ0

(%)=((R(H) - R(0))/R(0)) × 100], in fields of 1,3,5 and 8 T is plotted in Figure 4.5(b).

MR is significantly negative below about 60 K and stays negative upto a temperature ∼ 9

K. The MR data corresponds to the magnetization behavior in the V doped sample where

we observed a deviation from CW behavior below 60 K and magnetic susceptibility was

observed to increase with decrease in temperature. Though the MR is negative throughout

the temperature range investigated for H = 1 T, there is a sharp decrease in the magnitude

at about 9 K. As the field is increased to 3 T, the MR exhibits a sign reversal at about 9 K.

The negative sign of the MR changes to positive at this temperature and remains positive.

The highest value of the positive MR is found to be ∼ 5% at 5 K in 8 T magnetic field. The

MR data clearly reflect the M−T data by exhibiting a minimum at 48 K corresponding to

the ferrimagnetic transition in the sample as discussed in Chapter 3. The highest value of

negative MR is found to be ∼ 3% at ∼ 48 K under 8 T magnetic field.
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Figure 4.5: a) Temperature dependence of electrical resistivity at different fields in

Nd(Co0.65V0.35)2Si2; (b) Temperature dependence of magnetoresistance (MR) at different

fields. Inset of (b) shows temperature dependence of resistivity in the low temperature range

for zero field and 8 T magnetic field.

It is important to note that when the magnetic field is increased from 1 T to 3 T, it

has opposite effects on the MR data at ∼ 48 K and below ∼ 9 K. The increase in MR (or

a decrease in resistivity) at the ferrimagnetic ordering temperature as the field is increased

from 1 T to 3 T suggests an increase in the ordering of the ferromagnetic sublattice with

increase in field. This signature exists throughout the temperature range. The magnitude of

negative MR near about 9 K has decreased very slightly as the field is increased from 1 T to

8 T which indicates the onset of some positive contribution to the MR at this temperature.
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4.4. Effect of V substitution in the transport property of NdCo2Si2

MR isotherms measured in the range of -8 T to +8 T at different temperatures are

shown in Figure 4.6. One can see that at 5 K, the MR is positive in the entire range

except for a narrow low field region, in agreement with the MR vs. T data where it can

be seen that near 5 K the low field MR is nominally negative. Moreover, the positive

MR continues to increase with field and reaches to about ∼ 5.5% at 5 K at 8 T. As the

temperature is raised to 10 K, the nature of MR isotherms changes abruptly to exhibit a

positive value of MR. The behavior is found to be identical for the positive and the negative

field variations. One of the key findings is the drastic modification of the MR properties

with V substitution of Co in Nd(Co0.65V0.35)2Si2 as compared to the parent compound

NdCo2Si2. The MR behavior corroborates magnetization behavior indicating that the two

share a common origin. However, another important observation is that of the anomalous

positive MR in the ferromagnetic state below 9 K in Nd(Co0.65V0.35)2Si2.
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Figure 4.6: Field dependence of MR at different temperatures in Nd(Co0.65V0.35)2Si2.

Open square symbols represent the warming cycle, whereas the open round symbols

represent the cooling cycle data. The line is a guide to the eye.
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4.5 Comparative studies of magnetoresistance and mag-

netocaloric effect to understand the anomalous mag-

netoresistance in NdRu2Si2

The temperature dependence (T ) of magnetization (M) of NdRu2Si2 at 10 Oe, in the

field cooled (FC) condition is shown in Figure 4.7(a). In accordance with the previous

reports, antiferromagnetic transition at TN ∼ 24 K and a low temperature transition at TC ∼

10 K has been observed as shown in Figure 4.7(a).

In order to gain better insight into the magnetic and transport properties the

critical field values have been estimated from Mvs.H measurement (Figure 4.7(b)). The

critical field (HC) values required for the various magnetic phase transitions at different

temperatures obtained from the magnetic field derivative of magnetization are shown in

Figure 4.7(c). These critical field values will be compared with the same obtained from

different other measurements in the later part of the manuscript. In this work, we follow

the convention where the maxima in the derivative of the magnetization curve is considered

as the critical field. The magnetic property at 10 K and 24 K of this sample shows similar

results with previous reports and also indirectly indicates the phase purity of the sample

under investigation.

4.5.1 Resistivity and magnetoresistance

Figure 4.8(a) shows the temperature dependence of resistivity both in the absence

and presence of magnetic fields. The resistivity values have been normalized with respect

to that at 150 K. The arrows in Figure 4.8(a) indicate the magnetic phase transition

temperatures from paramagnetic to magnetically ordered state obtained from M(T ) curves
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for the corresponding magnetic fields. With the application of a magnetic field from 1

T to 8 T, the transitions are gradually suppressed. Above the transition temperature, ρ

varies almost linearly with temperature exhibiting metallic behavior and it indicates the

dominance of electron-phonon interaction.

Figure 4.8(b) shows the temperature dependence of magnetoresistance under various

magnetic fields. MR defined as MR (%) = ∆ρ/ρ0(%) = [(R (H)- R (H= 0))/ R(H = 0)]× 100

(%) is negative in the paramagnetic region down to ∼ 24 K for all measured fields. Around

the antiferromagnetic ordering temperature, MR data shows a minimum. Application of

magnetic field modifies the response of temperature dependence of MR. As is seen from

Figure 4.8(a), the magnetic transition at 24 K is suppressed with the application of higher

magnetic fields. The value of MR corresponding to the minima is found to be ∼ 5% at H =

1 T which increases to ∼ 34% at H = 8 T.
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Figure 4.7: For the sample NdRu2Si2, (a) Temperature dependence of magnetization under

a field of 10 Oe; (b) Field dependance of magnetization at different temperatures; (c)

Derivative of field dependence of magnetization versus magnetic field.

Below ∼ 24 K, there is a change in slope and magnetoresistance becomes positive

in the region around 23 to 18 K, for low magnetic field (H = 1 T), below which it again
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becomes negative. In this temperature regime, the initial positive sign of ∆ρ/ρ0 (%)

changes to negative values on application of higher fields (from 3 T to 8 T) and remains

negative as shown in Figure 4.8(b).
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Figure 4.8: The curves (a) Temperature dependence of resistivity in zero field and

under 1, 3, 5, 8 T magnetic fields ; (b) Temperature dependence of magnetoresistance

(MR)(%)(symbols). The line joining the data points is a guide to the eye.

There is a tendency of further decrease in the magnitude of MR at about ∼ 10 K.

The MR value corresponding to this minima is ∼ 29% at 10 K for a magnetic field of 1 T.

Application of increasing magnetic fields of magnitude H = 3, 5 and 8 T causes a shift in

the position of the minima. On further lowering of temperature, below ∼ 10K, there is a

slope change but the value remains negative up to an applied field of 3 T. However, for the
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highest observed field (8 T) at∼ 6 K, there is a change of MR from negative to positive with

the highest value of positive MR being around 5%. Thus, the magneto-transport properties

of the system shows tuneable behavior with application of external applied magnetic field

over a wide range of temperature. The sign reversal of MR in low fields as observed in

Figure 4.8(b) from negative above TN to positive just below TN can be explained on the

basis of onset of different magnetic phases. In this compound, in low fields a succession of

paramagnetic, ‘ferro-like’ and sinusoidally modulated phases exist [68]. For low fields, the

sample is supposed to go from the paramagnetic to the ferro-like phase at ∼ 24 K and then

into the sinusoidal phase at ∼ 23 K. Neutron diffraction studies performed on NdRu2Si2

[64, 124] also supports this. As can be observed in our work, under a field of 1 T, the

reversal in sign of ∆ρ/ρ0 (%) occurs at T ∼ TN − 1 K in agreement with the crossing of

the ferrimagnetic-sinusoidal line in magnetic phase diagram [68]. So, the trend observed in

∆ρ/ρ0 (%) under 1 T is quite consistent with earlier study [68]. The sudden reversal in the

sign of ∆ρ/ρ0 (%) below TN may be attributed to the onset of new field-induced magnetic

phase in NdRu2Si2.

The observation of sign reversal in the low temperature regime (∼ 6 K) under the

application of 8 T magnetic field is surprising. The compound undergoes a AFM - FM

transition at ∼ 10 K [63], below which MR becomes positive. This observation again

indicates the complex magnetic structures in these compounds.

To further clarify the response of MR vs temperature, field dependence of magneto-

resistance (MR) has been studied at different temperatures between +8 T to -8 T as shown

in Figure 4.9(a). The sample was zero field cooled from the paramagnetic state to the

measurement temperature and the variation of MR vs magnetic field was investigated.

Magnetoresistance isotherm at ∼ 30 K, i.e., at a temperature higher than TN , varies

quadratically with magnetic field. Magnetic field dependence of MR at T = 20 K shows

an initial increase starting from zero field up to 0.8 T with a maximum value of 5%.
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Subsequently, it decreases and becomes negative at a field value of 1.4 T. Further increasing

of magnetic field results in a steep decrease of MR up to a field of 1.4 T where a maximum

value of 24 % is obtained. Above 4 T magnetic field, MR is flattened and saturates to a value

of 25 % at 8 T. A reduction in temperature manifests in different response of MR isotherms.

At 10 K, MR is negative over the entire field range. MR value reaches a maximum of ∼

30% at around 1 T, and then the value decreases and at the highest measured field reaches

to about ∼ 17%. Interestingly, field dependence of MR at 5 K shows contrasting results

enabling more insights into the positive MR in ferromagnetic phase as has been observed

in Figure 4.9(a). A complete reversal of MR from negative to positive is observed at ∼ 6.5

T magnetic field with an increase in the value of 5 % at the maximum applied field.

Magnetoresistance in ternary rare earth intermetallic compounds exhibit complex

behavior. Below TN , we observe a rise in MR isotherm which can be explained in terms of

the suppression of spin fluctuations. It was shown by Yamada et al. that the combination

of decrease in spin fluctuation in the parallel sublattice and its increase in the antiparallel

sublattice on application of magnetic field may result in a positive MR [82]. However, as

the Zeeman energy due to the applied field overcomes the anisotropy energy, the magnetic

structure displays a spin flop transition. The resistivity of an antiferromagnetic compound

decreases and MR is small, until the AF configuration is forced to an FM alignment by

the application of magnetic field and MR becomes negative. Therefore, when the field

is applied to the system in its AF region, it moves in the ferromagnetic state through a

metamagnetic transition at some critical field. Such a behavior is observed in our data at ∼

20 K.
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Figure 4.9: Plots of (a) field dependence of magnetoresistance at different temperatures;

(b) derivative of field dependence of magnetoresistance at 10 K (open symbols). The line

joining the data points is a guide to the eye.

The MR data is consistent with the field dependence of magnetization. One of the
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interesting observation in this work is that the MR is positive below ∼ 6 K despite of the

ferromagnetic ordering at these temperatures since it is normally expected that positive MR

arises in antiferromagnetic compounds only [111, 112, 113, 125]. The positive MR can

not be explained only in terms of the Lorentz force effect, as discussed earlier. Large low

temperature MR is found in materials with large anisotropy due to the domain wall pining.

In the present study the magnetic anisotropy does not appear to be the significant reason for

this positive MR. The scattering of conduction electrons by the nonmagnetic layers and the

presence of field induced pseudo gaps in some portion of the Fermi surface was assumed

to be the possible reason for the positive MR in LaMn2Ge2 [114]. Due to the layered

structure of the NdRu2Si2, a similar kind of explanation could be made for the present

compound. In some geometrically confined ferromagnets, a positive isotropic MR which is

linear in field was observed by Gerber et al. and was explained by the quantum electron-

electron interference effect [126]. The positive GMR observed in the RE2Ni3Si5 materials

was explained on the basis of their layered structure similar to Dy/Sc superlattices [127].

GMR in Dy/ Sc superlattices has been speculated to arise from the multiple reflections of

carriers from the interface before scattering thereby increasing the sensitivity of resistance

to momentum loss upon reflection. All these previous results could serve as a possible

explanation for the observed variation of MR below the transition temperature as the field

is increased from 1 T to 8 T, as exhibited in Figure 4.8(b).

Comparison between the critical field (HC) values required for magnetic phase

transitions at the different temperatures from the magnetic field derivative of magnetization

(Figure 4.7(c)) and magnetoresistance data are found to be quite consistent. A represen-

tative figure for the field derivative of magnetoresistance data at ∼10K is shown in Figure

4.9(b). The critical field value at 10 K from the magnetoresistance study is about 0.4 T

which is in agreement with that obtained from magnetization derivative.
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4.5.2 Magnetocaloric efect

In this section, we describe investigation of the magneto-thermal properties of

NdRu2Si2 in the same temperature range as in MR studies. According to Banerjee

criterion [128], the negative slope of the Arrott plot implies that the system possesses

a first order magnetic transition (FOMT), whereas a positive slope corresponds to a

second order magnetic phase transition. Therefore, the observed negative slope in log-

log H/Mvs.M2 plot (M here stands for the normalized magnetization with respect to the

saturation magnetization Msat) (shown in Figure 4.10) in low field below the transition

temperature TN ∼ 24 K indicates FOMT.
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Figure 4.10: The curves represent log-log H/MvsM2 plot of isotherms; Arrott plot.

Below TN , the system undergoes a transition from AFM to FM state with application

of magnetic field. Since it is known that magnetic structure is linked with magneto-transport
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and magneto-thermal properties, thus investigation of magnetocaloric effect might reveal

additional information about the complex magnetic phases.

Magnetocaloric responses of the compound has been calculated from the magnetic

isotherm data employing Maxwell’s thermodynamic relation

(
∆S
∆H

)
T
=

(
∆M
∆T

)
H

(4.2)

The temperature variation of -∆SM at different magnetic field up to 7 T, is shown in Figure

4.11.
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Figure 4.11: Temperature dependence of isothermal magnetic entropy change -∆SM in

NdRu2Si2 determined by magnetization measurements. The line joining the data points

is a guide to the eye.

The nature of the magnetocaloric entropy change can provide valuable information

about the magnetic ground state of the material. In the present case, below TN , -∆SM

is negative for H = 0.5-1 T, apparently indicating the dominance of AFM ordering as
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negative value of -∆SM is observed in the case of AFM ordering due to the disorder of

the magnetic sublattice antiparallel to the applied magnetic field. On the contrary, the value

of -∆SM is positive in the case of FM and paramagnetic state because of magnetically more

ordered configuration with the application of external magnetic field. The temperature

dependence of -∆SM for higher magnetic field change of H = 2 –7 T shows a positive

caretlike shape, and -∆SM is positive in the entire temperature range under investigation.

The cause behind the observed positive -∆SM for H ≥ 1 T in the case of NdRu2Si2 is

associated with the field-induced first order metamagnetic transition from AFM to FM

state. At the other ordering temperature, i.e., ∼ 10 K, -∆SM is positive as is expected for

ferromagnetic transition. Thus, there are two well defined peaks observed in the MCE data

corroborating the magnetization data. At low fields the peak corresponding to TN is lower

in intensity compared to the one at ∼ 10 K. With the increase of field from 1 T to 7 T the

intensity of both the peaks increases. The maximum -∆SM is found to be ∼ 2.5 J/kg K near

the ferromagnetic transition temperature. The MCE peak at TN is quite broad, indicating

that the ferromagnetic state (field induced) between TN and 10 K is not strictly collinear.

The anomaly observed in magnetoresistance behavior is not quite prominently reflected

in the temperature dependence of magnetic entropy study at different temperatures in this

compound. As a continuation of our efforts in probing the anomalous MR behavior in this

compound we extended our study to calculate the adiabatic temperature (∆Tad) and draw a

qualitative comparison with the temperature dependence of ∆ρ/ρ0(%), as shown in Figure

4.12(a)and (b). ∆Tad has been calculated from the zero field specific heat data and using

equation

∆Tad(T,H) =−
(

T
CH(T,H)

)
∆SM(T,H) (4.3)

The maximum value of ∆Tad is found to be 4.7 K (in presence of 1 T field)as can

be seen in Figure 4.12(b). Magnetoresistance in bulk intermetallic compounds can be
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complicated due to the change in conduction electron relaxation time (electron-magnon

scattering) as well as the change in conduction electron concentration. With the increase

(decrease) of ∆Tad , the magnitude of ∆ρ/ρ0 (%) is expected to decrease (increase). As a

result, if the variation of ∆ρ/ρ0 (%) is dominated by the change in conduction electron

relaxation time due to the change in magnetic moment configuration, then the dependence

of - ∆ρ/ρ0 (%) will be similar to that of ∆Tad [129].

On the other hand, if the variation of ∆ρ/ρ0 (%) is dominated by the change in carrier

concentration, then inspite of the large variation in ∆ρ/ρ0 (%), the corresponding change in

∆Tad is expected to be small. Thus it may be possible to distinguish between the two above

mentioned major contributions to MR. The negative value of ∆ρ/ρ0 (%) is plotted in Figure

4.12(a) as this is expected to be similar to ∆ρ/ρ0 (%). For this compound, the temperature

dependence of ∆ρ/ρ0 (%) in the temperature range from 10-40 K is qualitatively similar to

∆Tad . It indicates that the change in resistivity is dominated by the change in relaxation time

of the conduction electron in this temperature range. But below ∼ 6 K the behavior of the

two curves are different. This can be due to the modification of energy gap on application

of a magnetic field resulting in a change in the carrier number and resistivity.

4.6 Conclusions

To summarize, we have studied the transport and magnetotransport properties of three

intermetallic rare earth silicides viz. NdCo2Si2, Nd(Co0.65V0.35)2Si2 and NdRu2Si2. Mag-

netotransport studies corroborate the magnetization and resistivity studies. The observed

magnetoresistance in the layered intermetallic NdCo2Si2 is significantly large and positive,

and can be useful in modeling artificial multilayers in various applications. In addition,

the present experimental results have thrown more light on the properties of NdCo2Si2 and

could also trigger such studies in other rare earth intermetallics, particularly those with
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layered structure. Effect of vanadium substitution in the Co site has resulted in profound

modifications in the transport property of Nd(Co0.65V0.35)2Si2. The magnetoresistance

observed is negative up to a temperature of about 10 K below which it becomes positive.

The change from such a large positive magnetoresistance observed in the parent compound

to a negative value of magnetoresistance in the doped compound exhibits a change in

the magnetic structure upon vanadium substitution. The transport property studies clearly

reflect the evidence of appearance of ferromagnetism in antiferromagnetic parent compound

NdCo2Si2 upon being doped with vanadium.

The temperature dependence of normalized resistivity in NdRu2Si2 exhibits two

magnetic transitions at ∼ 24 K and ∼ 10 K. The magneto transport properties in this

compound is observed to be tunable with application of external magnetic field. We have

observed interesting anomalies in MR behavior in NdRu2Si2. For high magnetic field,

MR is observed to be positive in the low temperature region below ∼ 6 K, although the

compound is in the ferromagnetic regime.
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Figure 4.12: The curves represent (a) temperature dependence of the difference of zero field

and infield resistivity normalized by zero field resistivity (−∆ρ/ρ0 (%)); (b) temperature

dependence of adiabatic temperature((∆Tad)). The plots are for compound NdRu2Si2 in the

presence of 0.5 T and 1 T.

Considering the magneto-transport and magnetocaloric study, one of the possible ex-

planations for the anomalous behavior of positive magnetoresistance in the low temperature
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(below ferromagnetic ordering) could be due to the presence of field induced pseudogaps in

some portions of the Fermi surface. Both the spin-dependent scattering effects arising from

the competing ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions and the typical layered

structure of these compounds are found to play a crucial role in the magneto-transport

property of this system. This class of Ru alloys is of importance considering they can serve

as model systems for artificial multilayers. Detailed investigation of all these alloys, proves

to be an interesting scenario in magneto-transport and magnetocaloric study and will serve

as a novel route to pursue the field of magnetism in multilayers.
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CHAPTER 5

Study of vanadium substitution at cobalt

site in CeCo2Si2

5.1 Introduction

In the major part of this thesis, we have studied the changes in the magnetic properties

upon substitution of non-magnetic cobalt in RECo2Si2 (RE = Pr, Nd). As discussed

in Chapter 3, we have observed significant modifications in the magnetic properties of

PrCo2Si2 and NdCo2Si2 upon substitution by vanadium at the Co site. Magnetization

was observed to increase with increase in vanadium doping for all the doped compounds

of Pr(Co1−xVx)2Si2 and Nd(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.35). However, some of the

experimentally obtained parameters appear not to change systematically with the vanadium

content. As said earlier in Chapter 3, effective moment(pe f f )and magnetic entropy(Smag)

could be directly affected by the modification of crystal electric field (CEF) induced by V

doping and lattice expansion, whereas, HC and HEB could be influenced by other factors,

e.g., magneto-crystalline anisotropy. Magnetic properties can get influenced under the
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presence of crystalline electric field effect. So, it would be helpful to investigate the CEF

efect in these compounds. However, the determination of CEF parameters is complex and

outside the scope for these two series of compounds. An indirect idea of CEF modification

could be made from the study of 59Co nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrum which

combines the effects of nuclear Zeeman and quadrupole interactions [106], the latter being

due to the crystal electric field gradient (EFG) at the nucleus. Such study was not possible in

either of Pr and Nd compounds due to excessive magnetic broadening of the NMR spectra.

This motivated us to study have another isostructural rare earth series Ce(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (0

≤ x ≤ 0.50). In the CeCo2Si2 compounds effect of vanadium substitution of cobalt has

been investigated. Our investigations exhibited similar kind of changes in magnetization

properties due to vanadium doping as observed in the other two previously mentioned

series. Furthermore, it was possible for us to perform the nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR) study in the parent compound CeCo2Si2. Therefore, in isostructural compounds

Ce(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (x = 0, 0.15 and 0.25), 59Co NMR spectra have been obtained and they

show evidence of significant modification of EFG and its asymmetry (η) with increase in

x.

Cerium(Ce) based intermetallic compounds with the CeT2X2 formula crystallize in

the ThCr2Si2 tetragonal structure and offers a variety of anomalous physical properties.

Among the CeT2X2 family, the CeCo2Si2 compound belongs to a typical valence fluctuat-

ing system as observed from electrical, magnetic and optical measurements [40, 130, 131].

CeCo2Si2 shows weak paramagnetism characteristic of Ce ion valency fluctuation [132,

133]. In this chapter, we have investigated the changes in magnetic properties in CeCo2Si2

compound as a result of substitution of cobalt with another non-magnetic transition element

vanadium.
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5.2 Sample preparation and X-ray diffraction studies

Polycrystalline samples of Ce(Co1−xVx)2Si2 ( 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.50) were prepared by arc

melting high-purity elements in purified argon atmosphere as discussed in Chapter 2. X-

ray powder diffraction (XRD) studies at room temperature were performed with a Rigaku

TTRAX-III x-ray diffractometer, and the lattice parameters were obtained by Rietveld

refinement of the data using Fullprof program. Figure 5.1 shows x-ray diffraction patterns

and Rietveld refinements of some of the prepared samples.
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Figure 5.1: Powder x-ray diffraction patterns of Ce(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (x = 0, 0.10, 0.25 and

0.35) at 300 K with Rietveld fitting. ? denotes unreacted rare-earth and Si, respectively.
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CHAPTER. Study of vanadium substitution at cobalt site in CeCo2Si2

The XRD studies showed the samples to be single phase for low doping of vanadium.

However, for higher vanadium doping there were lines due to un-reacted elemental Ce and

Si that constituted ∼ 3% of XRD peak intensities. No extra lines due to elemental V were

obtained, and apart from the intended 122 phase, no other known binary or ternary minority

intermetallic phases involving these elements could be detected. Compared with the parent

compounds, vanadium substituted samples show a broadening of x-ray diffraction lines

with increasing vanadium content indicating substitution induced micro-strain in the lattice.

For the parent compounds, the lattice parameters agree quite well with the published

data [134]. Vanadium has a molar volume larger than that of cobalt. In substituted

compounds, with increase in V, the lattice parameter a shows small increase, but c increases

markedly. The change in the lattice parameters as a function of V concentration is a strong

indication of Co being replaced by V. Figure 5.2 shows lattice parameters and unit cell

volumes of all Ce(Co1−xVx)2Si2 samples.
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Figure 5.2: Lattice parameters (a, b and c) and unit cell volumes in Ce(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (0

≤ x ≤ 0.50) obtained from Rietveld refinement of XRD data. The bars denote maximum

limits of error in similar data in a panel.

5.3 Experimental Results and discussions

5.3.1 Magnetization measurements

Magnetic measurements in the temperature range 4-300 K were made with both

PPMS and SQUID-VSM magnetometers of Quantum Design. The temperature dependence
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CHAPTER. Study of vanadium substitution at cobalt site in CeCo2Si2

of molar magnetic susceptibility (χM) of Ce(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (0<x<0.5) at 0.5 tesla and

temperatures 4−100 K is shown in Figure 5.3. CeCo2Si2 is weakly paramagnetic as

reported, but in vanadium containing samples χ increases with decrease in temperature.

The temperature dependence becomes more and more pronounced with increase in V

content. Figure 5.3(a) shows inverse of (χM) against temperature and the fit of the data

with the equation,

χM = χ0 +
C

(T −θ)
(5.1)

where, C = (NPe f f
2µB

2)/3KB. N, µB, KB and θ denote Avogadro’s number, Bohr magneton,

Boltzmann constant and paramagnetic Curie temperature, respectively. χ0 corresponds to

the temperature independent part of magnetism including the diamagnetic core correction

χdia, the Pauli susceptibility of the electron gas χPauli, and the Van Vleck temperature

independent paramagnetism. The values of χ0 as obtained from the fitting, are in the

vicinity of 1.1×10−3 indicating a large contribution from Van Vleck paramagnetism.

Figure 5.3(b) shows pe f f , the effective number of Bohr magneton per formula unit,

increases almost linearly with increase in vanadium content and reaches a value of 1.67

when vanadium concentration (x) = 0.5, i.e., 50% of cobalt is replaced by vanadium. The

result could be explained as follows. Cerium in CeCo2Si2 is supposed to be in a fluctuating

valence state with strong overlap of4 f levels and the conduction band. The lattice expansion

caused by vanadium substitution results in a negative pressure leading to localization of

cerium 4 f electrons. As vanadium concentration increases, more and more cerium atoms

attain the stable Ce3+ state resulting in the increase of pe f f . But, the x-ray data shows that

the lattice expansion in
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Figure 5.3: Plots of magnetic measurements (a) Temperature(T) dependence of 1/χM (at 0.5

tesla) in Ce(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (0≤x≤0.5), (b) Plot showing change in pe f f value with change

in vanadium concentration(x)

Ce(Co1−xVx)2Si2 may not have been as large as it should be if there was a conversion

from Ce4+ to Ce3+. In a series of isostructural rare-earth intermetallics, compounds having

trivalent Ce ions have lattice parameters larger than those having trivalent Pr ions. The Pe f f

value of 1.67 would mean that about 65% of cerium ions in Ce(Co0.5V0.5)2Si2 are in Ce3+

state. However, in our work, as observed from the XRD data, its lattice parameters and unit

cell volume are still much smaller than those of PrCo2Si2 as can be observed from Section
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CHAPTER. Study of vanadium substitution at cobalt site in CeCo2Si2

3.2. Indeed, there is a strong probability that upon vanadium substitution, the magnetic

moment may be arising not from cerium ions, but from 3d electrons.

5.3.2 Nuclear magnetic resonance study

Figure 5.4 shows the 59Co NMR spectra at 100 K of randomly oriented polycrys-

talline samples of Ce(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (x = 0, 0.15, 0.25). For 59Co, the nuclear spin (I)

is 7/2, and the nuclear quadrupolar interaction is expected to yield a central transition

and three satellite transitions on each side of the central transition, as seen for the parent

compound CeCo2Si2. Moreover, the central transition shows a clear splitting indicating that

the perturbation due to the nuclear quadrupolar interaction is of second order. The magnetic

susceptibility of Ce(Co1−xVx)2Si2 increases with increase in V content and the intensity

of local field fluctuation at 59Co also increases. As a result, the spectra are increasingly

broadened and shifted to higher frequency, as seen clearly in the central transitions (inset

of Figure 5.4). Furthermore, the broadening also results in the disappearance of the

quadrupolar satellites in the spectra of Ce(Co0.85V0.15)2Si2 and Ce(Co0.75V0.25)2Si2.
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Figure 5.4: Typical 59Co NMR spectra at 100 K and 7 T in random polycrystalline powder

of (a) CeCo2Si2 (b) Ce(Co0.85V0.15)2Si2 and (c) Ce(Co0.75V0.25)2Si2. Inset shows the

splitted central transitions for the respective compounds. Open black symbols indicate the

experimental data. The red continuous line indicates the theoretically fitted spectrum.
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Table 5.1: Various fitting parameters obtained by fitting NMR spectra with equation 1.28
in Ce(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (x = 0, 0.15 and 0.25)

Sample Kiso νQ η

CeCo2Si2 0.89% 1.5 MHz 0
Ce(Co0.85V0.15)2Si2 0.92% 1.6 MHz 0.17
Ce(Co0.75V0.25)2Si2 0.94% 1.7 MHz 0.19

The spectrum of CeCo2Si2 and the central transitions of Ce(Co0.85V0.15)2Si2 and

Ce(Co0.75V0.25)2Si2 are simulated considering the presence of Knight shift and second

order nuclear quadrupolar interaction (equation 1.28), as shown in Figure 5.4. As, we

have observed both central transition and satellites in the spectrum of the parent compound,

so, for better accuracy we tried to fit both the transitions. Whereas, in case of the doped

compounds only central transition could be observed as the satellites are suppressed due

to broadening of the spectra, so we have matched the central transition only. The various

fitting parameters are as given in Table 5.1

As discussed in the context of magnetic measurements on Pr(Co1−xVx)2Si2 and

Nd(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (Section 3.4), 59Co NMR experiment could not be performed on these

compounds because of excessive magnetic broadening of their spectra. However, in case of

isostructural Ce(Co1−xVx)2Si2, the above results show that V substitution systematically

modifies the Knight shift and the EFG parameters, viz., νQ and η . The NMR results

therefore indicate that in RECo2Si2 compounds, partial substitution of Co by V modifies

the crystalline electric field (CEF), which, in turn, could affect the magnetic properties of

these compounds.
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5.4 Conclusions

The parent compound CeCo2Si2 shows weak paramagnetism. The magnetic sus-

ceptibility of Ce(Co1−xVx)2Si2 increases with increase in V content. The NMR spectra

of the doped compounds are increasingly broadened and shifted to higher frequency.

The broadening of the spectra also results in the disappearance of the quadrupolar

satellites in the spectra of Ce(Co0.85V0.15)2Si2 and Ce(Co0.75V0.25)2Si2. The NMR results

therefore indicate that in RECo2Si2 compounds, partial substitution of Co by V modifies

the crystalline electric field which could also affect the magnetic properties of these

compounds. Furthermore, the NMR study in this series of compounds also strengthens

our claim of single phase nature of the doped compounds. The observed NMR signal

is a signature of the intrinsic properties of the samples. Therefore, the present study

in this chapter confirms the purity of the doped compounds and indicates the magnetic

properties observed in the doped samples are purely intrinsic and not due to formation of

any unidentified binary phases of the constituent elements.
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CHAPTER 6

Summary and scope of future work

6.1 Summary

A detailed and systematic study to understand the effect of partial substitution of

cobalt by vanadium in the magnetic and magnetocaloric properties of antiferromagnetic

intermetallic compounds RECo2Si2 (RE = Pr, Nd) has been carried out. Also the transport

properties of the parent and the vanadium substituted compounds have been studied.

Furthermore, investigations of transport and magneto-transport properties of isostructural

compound NdRu2Si2 have been carried out. The major findings of this thesis work along

with possible scope of future study in this field has been discussed in this chapter.

In these compounds the atoms are arranged in layers perpendicular to c-axis in the

sequence RE-Si-Co-Si-RE. The parent compounds are antiferromagnetic with the magnetic

moments only on rare-earth ions. In PrCo2Si2 the magnetic moments are in a square-

wave structure with propagation vectors (0,0,l), (0,0,0.074) and (0,0,0.223) appearing in the

sequence of T ≤ 9 K (T1), 9 K ≤ T ≤ 17 K (T2) and 17 K ≤ T ≤ 30 K (TN), respectively.

A similar kind of magnetic structure was observed in NdCo2Si2. As a consequence,
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CHAPTER. Summary and scope of future work

though there is antiferromagnetic interaction along the c- axis, the moments are aligned

ferromagnetically along the ab plane. We have studied the effect of substitution in the

non-magnetic Co site with another non-magnetic transition metal vanadium which is not

known among elements to form a pure ThCr2Si2 type structure, and for the first time used

for substitution. Vanadium has a molar volume slightly larger than that of cobalt and the

substitution results in an increase of the lattice parameter. Several concentrations of V

doping have been studied, viz., RE(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (RE = Pr, Nd), viz., x = 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15,

0.2, 0.25, 0.3 and 0.35. The change in the lattice parameters with V doping concentration

indicates replacement of Co by V.

The parent compounds are antiferromagnetic below about 30 K due to the ordering

of localized magnetic moments that are present only on rare-earth ions, cobalt being non-

magnetic in the parent compounds. The present study demonstrates that in these compounds

where 3d and 4 f ions occupy different layers in the crystal structure, V substitution

and subsequent lattice expansion results in the occurrence of inequivalent magnetic ions

and complex interactions that lead to multiple magnetic transitions. At temperatures

around 40-50 K, the temperature dependence of magnetization indicates a ferrimagnetic

transition which is accompanied by a rapid decrease in the temperature dependence of

resistivity. Below temperatures ∼ 30 K, the samples begin to show ferromagnetic-like

behavior with the appearance of a coercive field and saturation in the magnetization at

magnetic fields above ∼ 2 T. The heat capacity studies corroborate the magnetization

studies. These two magnetic transitions are indicated also by prominent λ -like peaks in

specific heat measurements. At around 10 K, a sharp drop in the resistivity indicate another

magnetic transition which is followed by a rapid increase in coercive field with decrease

in temperature. In both the Pr and Nd doped compounds change in magnetoresistance in

observed at around 10 K. In a magnetic field of 9 T, the latter transition shifts to a lower

temperature and that leads to a positive magnetoresistance. The onset of ferromagnetism

at ∼ 30 K is accompanied with an exchange bias field which is observed for the first time
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in layered intermetallic compounds. The exchange bias field increases rapidly below the

transition at ∼ 10 K and reaches ∼ 16% of coercive field at 2 K. In the vanadium doped Pr

samples exchange bias field measured at the lowest temperature 2 K ranges from about 64

mT - 155 mT, whereas for the vanadium doped Nd samples at 2 K the values of exchange

bias field ranges from 115 mT- 152 mT.

In the present study we have observed a large enhancement of magnetocaloric

entropy change in vanadium substituted NdCo2Si2. Our experimental results reveal that the

antiferromagnetic transition is gradually suppressed due to the vanadium doping in Co-site

and results in a drastic modification of the ground state of the doped compound. In addition

to that, predominant ferromagnetism appears for the Nd(Co0.65V0.35)2Si2 compound. The

modification of the ground state due to the vanadium substitution in the parent NdCo2Si2

compound is directly reflected in the magnetocaloric properties. Interestingly, we have

observed conventional large magnetocaloric effect for the doped compound instead of the

inverse magnetocaloric responses of the parent compound. Our study indicates a route for

the enhancement of magnetocaloric effect in such intermetallic compounds.

Transport property measurements corroborates magnetic measurements. At high

temperatures, T > 60 K, the zero field resistivity exhibits simple metallic behavior. The

changes in the slope of ρ vs. T data at ∼ 14, 24 and 32 K reflect the respective magnetic

transitions that are indicated in χM vs. T data shown in Chapter 3. Moreover, thermal

hysteresis is observed in the temperature range at around 14 K indicating first order nature

of the transition. Magnetoresistance measurements on NdCo2Si2 reveal large positive MR

values of about∼ 123% at∼ 5 K in the presence of 8 T field. Positive magnetoresistance of

such large magnitude has not been reported earlier in magnetically ordered polycrystalline

compound of the RECo2Si2 series. It may be associated with the magnetic ordering of

the lattice as its value is reduced in the paramagnetic temperature regime. It is worth

mentioning that the signature of the field induced pseudo energy gaps on the fermi surface
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was obtained. In such layer structure compound the appearance of the energy gap is

taken into consideration to explain such an unconventional magnetoresistive behavior at

low temperature.

Effect of vanadium substitution in the Co site has resulted in profound modifications

in the transport property of Nd(Co0.65V0.35)2Si2. The magnetoresistance observed is

negative up to a temperature of about 10 K. Below which it becomes positive. Therefore,

this change from such a large positive magnetoresistance observed in the parent compound

to a negative value of magnetoresistance in the doped compound exhibits a change in the

magnetic structure upon vanadium substitution. In the case of antiferromagnet, with the

application of magnetic field along the sublattice magnetization, there exists a competition

between the spin fluctuations for the parallel and antiparallel sublattice, which results

in a positive magnetoresitance as has been observed for the antiferomagnetic parent

compound. However, in Nd(Co0.65V0.35)2Si2 application of magnetic field results in

suppression of spin fluctuations and results in negative magnetoresistance as is expected for

a ferromagnet. Thus the transport property studies clearly reflect the evidence of appearance

of ferromagnetism in antiferromagnetic parent compound NdCo2Si2 upon being doped with

vanadium.

Magnetic, electronic transport and magneto-caloric properties of NdRu2Si2 have

been investigated in detail. Previous investigations on this compound focussed on the

investigation of the magnetic and the transport properties near the antiferromagnetic

transition. In this work, we report on the low temperature complex magnetic phases

of NdRu2Si2 by comparison of the magnetic, electronic transport and magneto-caloric

properties. We have shown that an applied magnetic field greatly modifies the magneto-

resistance (MR) properties of the compound at low T (T ≤ 10 K) from the usual negative

MR to an unusual positive MR. A negative slope of Arrott plot indicates first order

nature of the transition. In addition, an interesting anomaly between the MR and the
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magneto-caloric properties in this compound at T ≤ 10 K with the application of high

magnetic field of H > 5 T is also observed. Magneto-caloric investigations at this field and

temperature range indicates that the compound is predominantly ferromagnetic while MR

results indicates the presence of additional interactions which leads to positive MR in the

ferromagnetic phase. Negative MR near TN shows a modest value of 33% under an applied

field of 8 T while lowering of T results in a reversal of MR up to 5%. The results have

been explained by considering the appearance of field induced pseudo gaps in the Fermi

surface of the compound NdRu2Si2. Our study indicates that detailed investigations of

magnetic, electronic and magneto-caloric properties are important for ternary intermetallic

compounds to unravel the complex magnetic and transport properties of these compounds.

In the last part of this work, we have investigated the magnetic properties and 59Co

NMR spectra of Ce(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.50). Vanadium substitution at the Co

site in the parent compound CeCo2Si2 resulted in changes in the magnetic properties.

The effective number of Bohr magneton per formula unit, increases almost linearly with

increase in vanadium content. Vanadium substitution also modified the NMR spectra of

the doped samples. The central transition shows a clear splitting and further indicates that

the perturbation due to the nuclear quadrupolar interaction is of second order. The satellite

transitions are suppressed for the doped Ce(Co1−xVx)2Si2 (x = 0.15 and 0.25) compounds.

The NMR study shows significant modifications in EFG under vanadium doping.

6.2 Future prospects

In this thesis, we have studied the magnetic, magneto-transport and magnetocaloric

properties of some representative compounds. In Chapter 3, we observed that the magnetic

properties as well as specific heat and magnetocaloric properties is drastically modified

upon substitution of Co by V in RECo2Si2 compounds. There is also a further scope of
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study by substituting Co with other transition metals and observe whether and how the

properties get modified. Furthermore, we have carried out the studies in PrCo2Si2 and

NdCo2Si2 compounds. An extension of this work for other rare earths can throw new

light on the modifications in the magnetic structures as a result of substitution in other

isostructural compounds.

In Chapter 4, we have highlighted the transport properties of antiferromagnetic

compound NdCo2Si2. It exhibits a giant positive magnetoresistance at low temperature and

high field. We have also observed a change in the transport properties upon substitution.

This study can be extended for RECo2Si2 compounds with other rare earths. We have

also studied an anomalous magnetoresistance behavior in NdRu2Si2 at low temperature

under high magnetic field. Explanations for this observed behavior has been put forward

in this work. It would be quite interesting to investigate the magneto-transport properties

of some other isostructural compounds as well as in the vanadium doped compounds of

the praseodymium series as these naturally occurring multilayers can serve as models

for artificial multilayer systems. Study of magneto-transport properties in this class of

compounds can provide us with valuable information.

Chapter 5 throws some insight into the modifications of the magnetic properties in

weakly paramagnetic compound CeCo2Si2 upon being doped with vanadium. The results

suggest changes in crystalline electric field in these compounds. Except the magnetic and

magneto-transport property studies there is also scope to study NMR, neutron scattering

measurements in some of these compounds.
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